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This consent order requires a Drydon , Mich. manufacturer and seller of solar energy

equipment, among other things, to cease making false or unsubstantiate representations concerning the performance , durability, quality and maintenance requirements of its solar energy equipment. Also prohibited are unsubstantiated
claims concerning the energy- and money-savings potential realizd from use of

such equipment. The order requires the company to contact all purchasers of its
equipment and inform them that the company is offering cash settlements to
eligible persons. Those accepting the cash settlement would waive any legal claims
they may have against the company, and any rights to receive service or repairs

under the manufacturer s warranty. Additionally, the company must send a warning package to all purcha.':;ers
of its equipment , notifying them
of precautions
that
should be taken to minimize any potential for fire in Champion- manufactured
solar energy equipment.
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COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
as amended , and by virtue ofthe authority vested in it by said act , the
Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Champion
Home Builders Co. , a corporation , hereinafter sometimes referred to
as respondent , has violated the provisions of said Act , and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would

be in the public interest , hereby issues its complaint , stating its
charges in that respect as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. For

the purposes of this complaint

solar energy

shall mean any device or piece of equipment designed to
collect and store heat from the sun s rays and transfer the heat for
equipment

use in heating water or air space indoors ,

or any component thereof
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manufactured , sold or distributed by respondent , including the " Solar
Furnace. "
PAR. 2. Respondent Champion Home Builders Co. is a corporation

organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of Michigan , with its principal offce and place of
business located at 5573 E. North Street , Dryden , Michigan.
PAR. 3. Respondent has been engaged in the manufacture , offering
for sale , sale , and distribution of solar energy equipment. Respondent

has operated through distributors and dealers in more than 30 states.
PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of its business , respondent has
caused the said solar energy equipment , when sold , to be transported
from manufacturing plants located in various States of the United

States to dealers and distributors thereof located in various other
States of the United States. In the further course and conduct of its
business , respondent has disseminated and caused to be disseminated
by its dealers and distributors advertisements , promotional literature , and other written materials concerning respondent' s solar energy equipment by various means , including the insertion of

advertisements in magazines with national circulation and the distribution of promotional materials to consumers , for the purpose of
inducing and in a manner likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the
purchase of said products in commerce. Respondent at all times men-

tioned herein has maintained a substantial course of trade in said
products in or affecting commerce , as H commerce " is defined in the

Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended.
PAR. 5. In the course and conduct of its business respondent has
directly or by implication , through advertisements, promotional liter-

ature or other written materials , made representations as to the performance , durability, reliability, and quality of its solar energy
equipment. Typical and ilustrative ofthese statements and represen-

tations , but not all-inclusive thereof, are the following:
Respondent's Solar Furnace " should work automatically with little or
no maintenance;

Respondent's Solar Furnace is tt virtually maintenance free;

Respondent' s Solar Furnace is built " with quality longlife materials;

Respondent' s Solar Furnace collector is built of " high temperature
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materials " and can withstand temperatures " up to 375' F. " without
damage;

Consumers " can

have confidence in the Solar Furnace buil

and

backed by Champion Home Builders Company! . . . -60 Factories from
Coast to Coast!-22-Year Record of High Quality Mass-Production!200 Dealers Nationwide to Provide Prompt Service!;
Respondent's Solar Furnace is " backed by a national network of
trained dealers;

Respondent's Solar Furnace has been " independently tested- 3rd
party verification tests (wereJ

completed by two professional engi-

neering firms; " and

Respondent' s Solar Furnace " has been completely tested by two independent third- party engineering firms-Midwest Engineering and
Barber Nichols, both of Denver , Colorado.
PAR. 6. Through the use of the statements and representations set

forth in Paragraph Five , respondent has represented directly or by
implication that:
(1) Respondent's Solar Furnace does not have any defect which

substantially impairs the reliability, durability, or performance ofthe
Solar Furnace;
(2) Little or no maintenance is required to keep Solar Furnaces in
operating condition;
(3) All Solar Furnaces and the materials and components therein
are durable and reliable;
(4) Respondent's Solar Furnace collector is not adversely affected by

high temperatures;
(5) Respondent has 60 factories producing solar energy equipment
has a 22-year

record of mass producing high-quality solar energy
equipment, and has 3 200 trained dealers nationwide to provide
prompt service on its solar energy equipment; and
(6) Competent , independently-conducted tests have verified the performance or quality of respondent' s Solar Furnaces.
PAR. 7. In truth and in

fact:

(1) Respondent' s Solar Furnace suffers or may suffer from one or

"".lln. U; .lV.l .l.lV
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more defects , including but not limited to controller malfunctions
foam insulation expansion , and wood frame outgassing, which substantially impair or may substantially impair the reliability, durability, or performance of the Solar Furnace;
(2) Respondent' s Solar Furnace and the components thereofexperi-

ence a high rate of failure and require extensive maintenance and
repairs on a regular and continuing basis;

(3) Several of the materials and component parts in respondent's
Solar Furnace are not durable or reliable;
(4) Respondent' s Solar Furnace collector is adversely affected by

high temperatures;
(5) Respondent does not have and has never had 60 factories producing solar energy equipment; does not have and has never had a 22-

year record of mass producing high-quality solar energy equipment;
does not have and has never had 3 200 trained dealers nationwide to
service its solar energy equipment; and
(6) The performance or quality of respondent' s Solar Furnace has
not been verified by competent , independently conducted tests.
Therefore , the statements and representations set forth in Paragraphs Five and Six were and are false, misleading, or deceptive.
PAR. 8. In the course and conduct of its business , respondent has
directly or by implication , through advertisements and other promo-

tional materials, made representations as to the thermal performance
and cost recovery or "payback" potential of its solar energy equip-

ment. Typical and ilustrative of these statements and representations , but not all- inclusive thereof, are the following:

Respondent's Solar Furnace " has been shown to replace 45% to 90%
of annual home fuel needs of any present forced-air heating system
when used in conjunction with" respondent's " Solar Insulation Package;

Respondent' s Solar Furnace " provides 45% to 90% of your heat;

Respondent' s model 96 Solar Furnace will supply a projected 56 to 76
percent of the fuel requirements of a 5 000 degree day house in Washington , D.C.
Respondent's Solar Furnace has an " estimated

percentage capabili-

" of providing 72 percent " of average heating requirements for the
270 day heating season " for a 1 000 square foot , 5 000 degree day
house in Washington , D.

,"
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Respondent' s model 96 Solar Furnace installed on a solar insulated
000 square foot home in Dover , Delaware " will pay for itself in eight
years;

Dollar for dollar , Btu for Btu " respondent's Solar Furnace " is the
best solar heating system available today;
Respondent's Solar Furnace " is

an investment in real property, a

home improvement which has a tendency to become worth more and
more; " and
Respondent' s Solar Furnace tends " to go up in value year by year.
PAR. 9. At the time the representations and statements set forth in
Paragraph Eight were made, respondent did not possess and rely

upon a reasonable basis for such representations. Therefore , the representations set forth in Paragraph Eight were and are deceptive

misleading, or unfair.
PAR. 10. The advertisements and promotional materials referred to

in Paragraph Eight represent , directly or by implication , that respondent had a reasonable basis for making, at the time they were
made , the representations alleged in Paragraph Eight. In truth and
in fact , respondent had no reasonable basis for such representations.
Therefore , the representations set forth in Paragraph Eight were and
are deceptive , misleading, or unfair.
PAR. 11. A significant number of Solar

Furnaces are subject to or

potentially subject to one or more conditions which are costly to correct or may significantly affect the quality, reliability, durability or
performance of the Solar Furnaces. Such conditions include but are
not limited to controller malfunctions , motor malfunctions , foam insulation expansion and air leakage , and wood frame outgassing. Re-

spondent knew or should have known and failed to disclose to
purchasers of Solar Furnaces facts which relate to the existence
nature and extent ofthese conditions. Respondent's failure to disclose

these material facts which , ifknown to prospective purchasers , would
have been likely to affect their purchasing decisions , was and is deceptive or unfair.
PAR. 12. The use by respondent of the aforesaid false , misleading,

unfair , or deceptive statements , representations , acts , and practices,
and the placement in the hands of others ofthe means and instrumentalities by and through which others may have used the aforesaid
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false , misleading, unfair , or deceptive statements, representations
acts, and practices , have had the capacity and tendency to mislead

consumers into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said statements and representations are true and complete, and to induce a

substantial number of such persons to purchase from respondent said

solar energy equipment by reason of said erroneous and mistaken
belief
PAR. 13. The acts and practices of respondent as herein alleged, are
all to the prejudice and injury of the public and of respondent' s competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition and unfair and

deceptive acts and practices in or affecting commerce , in violation of
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Commission having heretofore issued its complaint charging

the respondent named in the caption hereof with violation of Section
5 ofthe Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended , and the respondent having been served with a copy of that complaint , together with
a notice of contemplated relief; and
The respondent , its attorney, and counsel for the Commission having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order , an
admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in
the complaint , a statement that the signing of said agreement is for
settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by

respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in such complaint, and waivers and other provisions as required by the Commission s Rules; and
The Secretary ofthe Commission having thereafter withdrawn this

matter from adjudication in accordance with Section 3. 25(c) of its
Rules; and
The Commission having considered the matter , having thereupon
accepted the executed consent agreement and placed such agreement
on the public record for a period of sixty (60) days ,

and having duly

considered the comments fied thereafter pursuant to Section 3. 25(0
of its Rules; and
Respondent and complaint counsel having thereafter submitted
modifications to the consent agreement by letter dated January 14
1983;

Now in further conformity with the procedure prescribed in Section
25(f) of its Rules , the Commission hereby makes the following juris-

dictional findings and enters the following order:

1. Respondent Champion Home Builders Co. is a corporation orga-
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nized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of Michigan , with its offce and principal place of business
located at 5573 East North Street , in the City of Dryden , State of
Michigan.

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent , and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
ORDER

For purposes of this Order , the following definitions shall apply:
(1)

Solar energy equipment

shall mean all space heating or cooling

or water heating equipment utilzing energy from the sun, including
but not limited to Solar Furnaces and solar collectors manufactured
by respondent ,

whether sold under the Champion brand name or

another brand name.
(2)

Solar Furnace

shall mean the solar heating equipment manufac-

tured by respondent between approximately 1976 and 1979 , consisting of a self-contained A- frame structure with a collector and storage
compartment, including but not limited to equipment designated by
respondent , or possessing the same design and physical characteristics as equipment designated by respondent, as models 96 , 128 , 160
1500 2000 , and 2500 , whether sold under the Champion brand name

or another brand name.
(3) Solar collectorshall
mean the solar heating equipment manufactured by respondent between approximately 1976 and 1979 , consisting of a glass-covered box with a dark absorber surface over which air
can pass , including but not limited to the product marketed under the

name " Champion Vertafin Collector.
(4)
Solar collector system
shall mean each distinct system of solar
collector(s), air handlers , and controls.

(5) As used in this Order , the requirement to cease and desist from
representing or misrepresenting shall include representing or mis-

representing orally, visually, in writing, or in any other manner
directly or by implication.
(6) Competent and reliable scientific test

shall mean a test in which

persons with skil and expert knowledge in the field to which the test
pertains conduct the test and evaluate its results in an objective
manner using testing, evaluation , and analytical procedures that ensure accurate and reliable results.
(7) Purchaser
shall mean any person who purchased a Solar Furnace or solar collector for his or her own use as heating equipment or
as a demonstrator , and who did not sell any Solar Furnace or solar

CHAMPION HOME BUILDERS CO.
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collector (except for second-hand resale of the Solar Furnace or solar
collector purchased by such person for his or her own use). This term
shall include any dealer as defined below who did not sell any Solar
Furnace or solar collector (except for second-hand resale of the Solar
Furnace or solar collector purchased by such dealer for his or her own
use).

shall mean any person authorized by respondent, by a
distributor of respondent, or by a licensee or a distributor ofa licensee
(8) Dealer

ofInternational Solarthermics Corporation ,

to sell Solar Furnaces or

solar collectors to purchasers.
(9) Eligible direct purchaser

shall mean any purchaser who pur-

chased a Champion brand name Solar Furnace or solar collector , as
new. This term shall not include any purchaser who , prior to April 1
1982, waived all claims with respect to the Solar Furnace or solar

collector in exchange for monetary compensation , or who received a

judgment in a court of law for monetary damages or for a full or
partial refund of the purchase price in an action against respondent
with respect to the Solar Furnace or solar collector.
(10) Eligible direct dealer

shall mean any dealer who purchased a

Champion brand name Solar Furnace or solar collector , as new , for

his or her own use as heating equipment or as a demonstrator, and
who sold at least one but less than three Solar Furnaces and solar

collectors to purchasers. This term shall not include any dealer who
prior to April 1 , 1982, waived all claims with respect to the Solar
Furnace or solar collector in exchange for mOnetary compensation , or
who received a judgment in a court of law for monetary damages or
for a full or partial refund of the purchase price in an action against
respondent with respect to the Solar Furnace or solar collector.
shall mean any purchaser who pur(11) Eligible licensee purchaser
chased a Solar Furnace or solar collector of a brand name other than

Champion, as new. This term shall not include any purchaser who
prior to April 1 , 1982 , waived all claims with respect to the Solar
Furnace or solar collector in exchange for monetary compensation , or

who received a judgment in a court of law for monetary damages or
for a full or partial refund of the purchase price in an action against
respondent with respect to the Solar Furnace or solar collector.
PART I
It is ordered,

That respondent Champion Home Builders Co. ,

a

corporation, its successors and assigns, and its offcers, agents , representativ,es, and employees, directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device , in connection with the manufacture
advertising, offering for sale, sale , or distribution of any solar energy
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equipment in or affecting commerce , as !I commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended , do forthwith cease and
desist from:
A. Representing in any manner that:
(1) Respondent' s solar energy equipment does not have any defect

which substantially impairs the reliability, durabilty, or performance of the equipment;

(2) Little or no maintenance is required to keep respondent's solar
energy equipment in operating condition;
(3) Respondent' s solar energy equipment , or any material or component thereQf,

is durable or reliable;

(4) Respondent's solar energy equipment , or any material or component thereQf,

is not adversely affected by high temperatures;
(5) Respondent has 60 factories producing solar energy equipment
has a 22-year record of mass producing solar energy equipment, or has

200 trained dealers nationwide to provide prompt service on its
solar energy equipment; or
(6) Competent , independently conducted tests have verified the performance or quality of respondent' s solar energy equipment;

unless such representation is true , and unless , at the time that the
representation is made , respondent possesses and relies upon a
competent and reliable scientific test or other objective material
which substantiates the representation.
B. Representing in any manner the thermal or economic performance or effciency, energy savings , heat output, cost recovery, U payback" potential , or investment potential of respondent' s solar energy

equipment unless such representation is true , and unless , at the time
that the representation is made , respondent possesses and relies upon
a competent and reliable scientific test or other objective material

which substantiates the representation.
C. Misrepresenting in any manner:
(1) The reliability, durability, performance capabilities , or maintenance requirements of respondent' s solar energy equipment;
(2) The production capabilities , manufacturing experience , or service capabilities of respondent relating to solar energy equipment; or
(3) The results or conclusions of any test upon which respondent

relies to substantiate any representation relating to solar energy
equipment.
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PART II

It is further ordered That respondent shall:
A. Within 45 days after the date of service ofthis Order , determine
the names and last known addresses of all purchasers and the names

and last known addresses of all dealers. In making these determinations , respondent shall search all relevant records in its possession
custody, or control , and shall obtain and search all relevant service
and repair records maintained by International Solar Technologies

Inc. as of the date of service of this Order.
B. Send by first- class mail , address correction requested , within 45

days after the date of servce of this Order , to the last known address
of each purchaser and dealer identified by respondent pursuant to
Subpart A of this Part or identified by the Federal Trade Commission
or its staff, a notice package consisting of: (i) a copy of the letter
attached to this Order as Attachment A , incorporated herein by reference , with the return date filled in; (ii) a copy of the questionnaire
form attached to this Order as Attachment B , incorporated herein by
reference , with the return date filled in; (iii) a self-addressed , postagepaid envelope; and (iv) an envelope containing the materials described
in subsections (i through (iii) and bearing the legend " CHAMPION
SOLAR PROGRAM , IMPORTANT CASH SETTLEMENT OFFER."
For the purposes of this Subpart , the return date shall be the date 90
days after the date of service of this Order.

Respondent shall also send by first-class mail a notice package to
each person who, within 85 days after the date of service ofthis Order
contacts respondent or about whom respondent receives information
indicating that the person may be a purchaser or dealer , and who has
not received a notice package or received a notice package but subsequently lost it. The notice package shall be sent within five days after
respondent's receipt of the contact or information.
Provided that
respondent may refrain from sending a notice package to any person identified pursuant to Subparts A or B of this Part
who respondent's records conclusively show is not an eligible direct
purchaser , eligible direct dealer , or eligible licensee purchaser.
C. Determine all eligible direct purchasers, eligible direct dealers,
and eligible licensee purchasers. These determinations shall be based

upon all information received by respondent from returned Attachment B questionnaires , and all other information in respondent'
possession , as of the date 105 days after the date of service of this
Order.
Provided that
respondent may determine that a person is or is not
an eligible direct purchaser , eligible direct dealer , or eligible licensee
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purchaser notwithstanding the information provided by such person

in an Attachment B form if respondent' s records conclusively show
that the person does or does not meet the definition of eligible direct
purchaser , eligible direct dealer , or eligible licensee purchaser as set
fortb in Definitions (9), (10), and (11) of this Order.
D. Determine a tentative cash settlement amount for each eligible

direct purchaser and eligible direct dealer identified pursuant to Subpart C of this Part. The tentative cash settlement amounts shall be
determined according to the status of the person at the time of pur-

chase of each Solar Furnace or solar collector and shall consist of the
following:
(1) $1500 for each Solar Furnace or solar collector system purchased
by an eligible direct purchaser who currently owns the unites) or who
disposed of the unites) not for value;
(2) $1000 for each Solar Furnace or solar collector system purchased

by an eligible direct purchaser and subsequently disposed of for value;

and
(3) $750 for each Solar Furnace or solar collector system purchased

by an eligible direct dealer which was purchased for the dealer s own
use , either as heating equipment or as a demonstrator.
Provided that

if the aggregate dollar value of all tentative cash

settlements determined pursuant to subsections (1) through (3) ofthis
Subpart exceeds $375 000 , then each tentative cash settlement shall
be prorated by multiplying the tentative cash settlement amount by
the ratio of$375 000 to the aggregate dollar value of all tentative cash
settlements determined pursuant to subsections (1) through (3).
E. Determine a tentative cash settlement amount for each eligible

licensee purchaser identified pursuant to Subpart C of this Part. The
tentative cash settlement amounts shall be determined according to
the status of the person at the time of purchase of each Solar Furnace
or solar collector and shall consist of the following:
(1) $750 for each Solar Furnace or solar collector system purchased

by an eligible licensee purchaser who currently owns the unites) or

who disposed of the unites) not for value; and
(2) $500 for each Solar Furnace or solar collector system purchased

by an eligible licensee purchaser and subsequently disposed of for
value.

if the aggregate dollar value of all tentative cash
Provided that
settlements determined pursuant to subsections (1) and (2) of this
plus any remaining portion of the $375 000
amount provided in Subpart D , then each tentative cash settlement

Subpart exceeds $150, 000

shall be prorated by multiplying the tentative cash settlement
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amount by the ratio of $150 000 plus any remaining portion of the
$375 000 amount to the aggregate dollar value of all tentative cash

settlements determined pursuant to subsections (1) and (2).
F. Send by first- class mail , within 125 days after the date of service
of this Order , to each eligible direct purchaser , eligible direct dealer
and eligible licensee purchaser who is determined pursuant to Subpart C of this Part: (i) a copy of the letter attached to this Order as
Attachment C ,

incorporated herein by reference , with the tentative

cash settlement amount and the return date filled in; (ii) a copy of the

acceptance and waiver form attached to this Order as Attachment D
incorporated herein by reference , with the tentative cash settlement
amount , the return date , and the date of the Attachment C letter
filled in; and (iii) a self-addressed , postage-paid envelope. The tentative cash settlement amount shall be determined as provided in Sub-

parts D and E ofthis Part. For the purposes ofthis Subpart , the return
date shall be the date 155 days after the date of service of this Order.

G. Send by first- class mail , within 180 days after the date of service
ofthis Order , a cash settlement check to each eligible direct purchaser
and eligible direct dealer who returned to respondent a signed Attachment D form which was received by respondent on or before the date
170 days after the date of service of this Order. Each cash settlement
shall be in the amount determined as provided in Subpart D , subsections (1) through (3) of this Part , and shall be determined according
to the status of the person at the time of purchase of each Solar
Furnace or solar collector.
Provided that

if the aggregate dollar value of all cash settlements

as determined above exceeds $375

000 , then each cash settlement

shall be prorated by multiplying the cash settlement amount by the
ratio of $375 000 to the aggregate dollar value of all cash settlements
as determined above.

H. Send by first- class mail , within 240 days after the date of service
of this Order , a cash settlement check to each eligible licensee purchaser who returned to respondent a signed Attachment D form
which was received by respondent on or before the date 170 days after
the date of service of this Order. Each cash settlement shall be in the
amount determined as provided in Subpart E , subsections (1) and (2)
of this Part , and shall be determined according to the status of the
person at the time of purchase of each Solar Furnace or solar collec-

tor.
Provided that

if the aggregate dollar value of all cash settlements

as determined above exceeds $150 000 plus any undistributed portion

of the $375 000 fund provided in Subpart G of this Part , then each
cash settlement shall be prorated by multiplying the cash settlement
amount by the ratio of$150 000 plus any undistributed portion ofthe
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$375 000 fund to the aggregate value of all cash settlements as determined above.
L Send by first- class mail to each person who , within 86 to 270 days
after the date of service of this Order , contacts respondent or about

whom respondent receives information indicating that the person
may be. a purchaser or dealer , and who has not received a notice

package as provided in Subpart B or who received a notice package
as provided in Subpart B but subsequently lost it , a notice package
consisting of: (i) a copy of the letter attached to this Order as Attachment E , incorporated herein by reference , with the return date filled
in; (ii) a copy of Attachment B , with the return date filled in; (iii) a
self-addressed , postage-paid envelope; and (iv) an envelope containing
the materials described in subsections (i) through (iii and bearing the
legend " CHAMPION SOLAR PROGRAM , IMPORTANT CASH SETTLEMENT OFFER." For the purposes of this Subpart , the return

date shall be the date 275 days after the date of service ofthis Order.
The notice package shall be sent within five days after respondent'
receipt of the contact or information.
Provided that
respondent may refrain from sending a notice package to any person who respondent' s records conclusively show is not
an eligible direct purchaser , eligible direct dealer , or eligible licensee
purchaser.
J. Determine all additional eligible direct purchasers , eligible direct
dealers , and eligible licensee purchasers. These persons shall include
(i) persons whose Attachment B forms were received by respondent
subsequent to the date 105 days after the date of service ofthis Order
and (ii) persons whose Attachment D forms were received by respond-

ent subsequent to the date 170 days after the date of service of this

Order. The determinations shall be based upon all information received by respondent from returned Attachment B questionnaires
and all other information in respondent's possession , as of the date
290 days after the date of service of this Order.
Provided that
respondent may determine that a person is or is not
an eligible direct purchaser , eligible direct dealer , or eligible licensee
purchaser notwithstanding the information provided by such person

in an Attachment B form if respondent's records conclusively show
that the person does or does not meet the definition of eligible direct
purchaser , eligible direct dealer , or eligible licensee purchaser as set
forth in Definitions (9), (10), and (11) of this Order.
K. Determine a tentative cash settlement amount for each eligible

direct purchaser , eligible direct dealer , and eligible licensee purchaser identified pursuant to Subpart J of this Part. The tentative cash
settlement amounts shall be determined according to the status of the

person at the time of purchase of each Solar Furnace or solar collector
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and shall consist ofthose amounts specified in Subpart D , subsections
(1) through (3) and Subpart E , subsections (1) and (2) of this Part.
Provided that

if the aggregate dollar value of all tentative cash
000 plus any undistributed
000 funds provided in Subparts G

settlements determined above exceeds $25
portion of the $375 000 and $150

and H of this Part , then each tentative cash settlement shall be
prorated by multiplying the tentative cash settlement amount by the
ratio of $25 000 plus any undistributed portion of the $375 000 and
$150 000 funds to the aggregate value of all cash settlements as deter-

mined above.
L. Send by first-class mail , within 310 days after the date of service
of this Order , to each eligible direct purchaser , eligible direct dealer

and eligible licensee purchaser who is determined pursuant to Subpart J(i) of this Part: (i) a copy of Attachment C , with the tentative
cash settlement amount and the return date filled in; (ii) a copy of
Attachment D , with the tentative cash settlement amount , the return
date , and the date of the Attachment C letter filled in; and (iii) a
self-addressed , postage- paid envelope. The tentative cash settlement
amount shall be determined as provided in Subpart K ofthis Part. For

the purposes of this Subpart , the return date shall be the date 340
days after the date of service of this Order.
M. Send by first- class mail , within 310 days after the date of service
of this Order , to each eligible direct purchaser , eligible direct dealer

and eligible licensee purchaser who is determined pursuant to Subpart J(ii) of this Part and whose new tentative cash settlement
amount is less than the tentative cash settlement amount previously
determined for that person pursuant to Subpart D or E of this Part:
(i) a copy of the letter attached to this Order as Attachment F , incorporated herein by reference ,

with the new tentative cash settlement

amount and the return date filled in; (ii) a copy of Attachment D , with
the new tentative cash settlement amount , the return date , and the

date of the Attachment F letter filled in; and (iii) a self-addressed
postage- paid envelope. The new tentative cash settlement amount

shall be determined as provided in Subpart K of this part. For the
purposes of this Subpart , the return date shall be the date 340 days
after the date of service of this Order.
N. Send by first-class mail , within 365 days after the date of service
of this Order , a cash settlement check to each eligible direct purchas, eligible direct dealer , and eligible licensee purchaser who did not

receive a cash settlement check as provided in Subparts I and J , and
who returned to respondent a signed Attachment D form which was
received by respondent on or before the date 355 days after the date
of service of this Order. Each cash settlement shall be in the amount
determined as provided in Subpart D , subsections (1) through (3) and
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Subpart E , subsections (1) and (2) ofthis Part , and shall be determined
according to the status of the person at the time of purchase of each

Solar Furnace or solar collector.
Provided that

if the aggregate dollar value of all cash settlements

as determined above exceeds $25 000 plus any undistributed portion

of the $375 000 and $150 000 funds provided in Subparts G and H of
this Part , then each cash settlement shall be prorated by multiplying
the cash settlement amount by the ratio of $25 000 plus any undis-

tributed portion of the $375 000 and $150 000 funds to the aggregate
value of all cash settlements as determined above.
O. Send by first- class mail a copy ofthe letter attached to this Order
as Attachment G , incorporated herein by reference, with the appropriate box checked , to each person who is determined to be ineligible
for a cash settlement under the provisions of this Order or whose
Attachment D form was not received by respondent on or before the

date 355 days after the date of service of this Order. The copy of
Attachment G shall be sent within ten days after the determination
of ineligibility is made or the Attachment D form is received by respondent.
P. Use all reasonable efforts to determine the correct and complete
name and last known address of a purchaser or dealer in each instance where the records searched by respondent do not provide correct or complete information , and use all reasonable efforts to

determine the correct eligibility and status of a person in each instance where the returned Attachment B form contains insuffcient
ambiguous , or conflicting information. Such efforts shall include , but

not be limited to , searches of respondent' s records and requests for
additional information by mail or telephone calls.
Q. In each instance where a letter or notice package provided for
by Part II ofthis Order is returned by the Post Offce undelivered and
respondent is provided with a corrected address , remail the letter or
notice package to the corrected address within five days after respond-

ent's receipt of the corrected address from the Post Offce.
R. Establish and maintain a telephone number which persons may
call to receive information and materials relating to the programs
provided in this Part and in Part III of this Order.
PART II

It is further ordered That respondent shall:
A. Within 45 days after the date of service of this Order , determine
the names and original addresses of all persons who purchased Solar
Furnaces or solar collectors , including purchasers , dealers , distribu-
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tors of respondent , licensees ofInternational Solarthermics Corporation , and distributors oflicensees ofInternational Solarthermics Corporation. In making these determinations , respondent shall search all
relevant records in its possession , custody, or control.

B. Send by third-class mail , within 45 days after the date of service
of this Order , to the original address of each person who purchased
a Solar Furnace or solar collector identified by respondent pursuant

to Subpart A of this Part or identified by the Federal Trade Commission or its staff, a warning package consisting of: (i) a copy ofthe letter
attached to this Order as Attachment H , incorporated herein by reference; (ii) two copies ofthe sign attached to this Order as Attachment
, incorporated herein by reference , consisting of a white self.adhesive
label of latex impregnated material , no smaller than four inches by
sixinches , with the first line printed in red in thirty-six point type and
the second line printed in red in twenty- four point type; and (iii an
envelope containing the materials described in subsections (i and (ii)
bearing the legend " IMPORTANT SOLAR EQUIPMENT WARNING" and addressed as follows: " (Name of Person) or Current Resident.
Respondent shall also send by first-class mail a warning package to
each person who , within 365 days after the date of service of this

Order , contacts respondent or about whom respondent receives information indicating that the person may be a current owner of a Solar
Furnace or solar collector , and who has not received a warning package or who received a warning package but subsequently lost it. The

warning package shall be sent within five days after respondent'
receipt of the contact or information.
Provided that
respondent shall substitute on the envelope containing copies of Attachments H and I the name of the current owner of

the Solar Furnace or solar collector for the name of the person who
purchased the Solar Furnace or solar collector , if respondent's records
show that the person who purchased the Solar Furnace or solar collector no longer owns the unit and if respondent' s

records contain the

name of the current owner.
Provided that
respondent may refrain from sending a warning
package to any person identified pursuant to Subpart A of this Part
who respondent' s records conclusively show is not a current owner of

a Solar Furnace or solar collector.

C. Use all reasonable efforts to determine the correct and complete
name and original address of a person who purchased or owns a Solar

Furnace or solar collector in each instance

where the records

searched by respondent do not provide correct or complete information. Such efforts shall include , but not be limited to , searches of
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respondent's records and requests for additional information by mail
or telephone calls.
PART IV

It is further ordered That:
A. Respondent shall maintain documents and records demonstrating the manner and form of respondent's compliance with Part I of
this Order , including:
(1) Documentation in support of and upon which respondent relies

in making any representation concerning the reliability, durability or
performance of solar energy equipment , and any other documenta-

tion which contradicts , qualifies, or otherwse calls into question any
representation concerning the reliability, durability or performance
of solar energy equipment , included in advertising or sales promotional materials disseminated by respondent or by any offcer , representative , agent , employee , subsidiary, or division of respondent;
(2) Documentation or written results of tests performed in connection with carrying out the provisions of Part I , Subparts A and B of
this Order.

Such documentation shall be retained by respondent for a period of
three (3) years from the date such advertising or sales promotional

materials were last disseminated , and may be inspected by the Commission or its staff upon reasonable notice.
B. Respondent shall maintain documents and records demonstrating the manner and form of respondent's compliance with Parts II
and III of this Order , including but not limited to those reflecting:
(1) Efforts made and actions taken by respondent to identify, locate

contact , and provide cash settlements to persons as provided in Part
II of this Order;
(2) Efforts made and actions taken by respondent to identify, locate
and mail notices to addresses and persons as provided in Part III of
this Order;
(3) The names , original addresses, and last known addresses of all
persons required to be determined as provided in Part II , Subparts A
and P and Part !I ,

Subparts A and C of this Order;

(4) The name and address of each person to whom a notice package

is sent as provided in Part II , Subparts B and I of this Order;
(5) The name and address of each person who is determined to be
eligible and each person who is determined to be ineligible for a cash
settlement as provided in Part II , Subparts B , C, I and J of this Order;
(6) The name and address of each person who receives a cash settle-
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ment as provided in Part II , Subparts G , Hand N ofthis Order , and
the amount of each refund;

(7) The Attachment B and Attachment D forms returned to respondent as provided in Part II ,

Subparts C , G , H , J and N of this

Order;

(8) Any information used in making determinations of eligibilty
and ineligibility as provided in Part II of this Order;
(9) The name and address of each person who disputes a determina-

tion of ineligibility or cash settlement amount made as provided in
Part II of this Order , the nature of such person s dispute , and the
resolution of the dispute;

(10) All written communications , and a log of all telephonic communications which includes a summary of the communications , be-

tween respondent and any person relating to the programs provided
in Parts II and II of this Order;

(11) The name and address of each person to whom an Attachment

H letter is sent as provided in Part II of this Order.
Such documents and records shall be maintained by respondent for
a period of three (3) years from the date of the creation of the docu-

ment or record , and may be inspected by the Commission or its staff
upon reasonable notice.
PART V

It is further ordered That respondent shall forthwith distribute a
copy of this Order to each of its operating divisions , to its successors
and assigns, and to each of its offcers , agents , representatives, or
employees who have sales , marketing, advertising, servicing, warranty, or policy responsibilties with respect to the subject matter of this
Order.
PART VI

It is further ordered That respondent shall notify the Commission
at least thirty (30) days prior to the effective date of any proposed
change in respondent such as dissolution , assignment , or sale , resulting in the emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries , or any other change in the corporation which
may affect compliance obligations arising out of this Order.
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PART VII

That respondent shall , within sixty (60) days
It is further ordered,
after the date of servce of this Order , and within eighteen months
after the date of service of this Order, fie with the Commission a

report , in writing, signed by respondent , setting forth in detail the
manner and form in which it has complied with this Order.
A'IACHMENT A
(Date)

(Champion letterhead)

Dear
OUf records show that you may have purchased a Solar Furnace or solar collector
manufactured by Champion Home Builders Co. Champion has recently started a program to offer cash settlements of at least several hundred dollars each to certain people

who purchased solar energy equipment sold under the " Champion " and other brand
names. You may be eligible for a cash settlement under this program. Please read this
letter and follow the steps listed below.

This program is part of an agreement between the Federal Trade Commission (FTC)

and Champion. The FTC had alleged that Champion s Solar Furnaces and solar collectors did not provide as much heat as represented and required a great deal of maintenance and repairs. Although Champion does not admit this is true, we have agreed to
offer these cash settlements.
HOW TO APPLY

In order to apply for a cash settlement ,

you

must

do the following:

(1) Fill out the enclosed questionnaire completely. This wil be used to determine your

eligibility for the cash settlement.
(2) If you owned more than one Solar Furnace or solar collector system , make extra
copies of the questionnaire and fill out one for each Solar Furnace or solar collector
system you owned.

(3) Return the completed questionnaire to us in the enclosed envelope. You must mail
the questionnaire back to us by (return date) to make sure you are considered for the

full settlement for which you may be eligible. If you are eligible for a cash settlement
but we do not receive your completed questionnaire in time ,

you may get a lesser

amount or you may get nothing.
Even if you no longer own the Solar Furnace or solar collector , or you were a dealer
or you bought a non- Champion brand , you may still be eligible for a cash settlement.

Please fill out the questionnaire so that you may be considered.
HOW TO OBTAIN YOUR CASH SETIU:MENT

Once we receive your completed questionnaire , we will determine if you are eligible
for a cash settlement and let you know in writing within the next three months. If you
are eligible, we will also tell you how much the settlement wil be. Please let us know

if you change your address in the next several months, so we can contact you again.
not have to return your Solar Furnace or solar collector if you decide to take
You wil
the cash settement. However , you will have to sign a waiver form which we wil send
you. By signing the waiver you wil give up any rights you may have remaining under

-- - -
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a warranty if you got a warranty from Champion. You will also give up your right to
sue Champion for any existing claims you may have relating to your Solar Furnace or
solar collector.

If you have any questions about this program , please contact:
Champion Solar Program
cia

Champion Home Builders Co.

5573 E. North Street

Dryden , Michigan 48428

(Telephone number)
Remember: You must mail the completed questionnaire to us by (return date). Also

please remember to let us know if you change your address.
Sincerely yours
Champion Home Builders Co.
Enclosures

ATTACHMENT B
QUESTIONNAIHE

Please print your name , address , and telephone number. Then , answer the questions
below by putting an " X" in the proper box.
Fil out a separate questionnaire form for each Solar Furnace or solar

collector

system you have owned. If you were a dealer , fill out a questionnaire form for each Solar

urnace or solar collector system you had for your ow n use as heating equipment or
as a demonstrator.

Name:
Address:

Telephone:
Zip Code:

Have you or your family ever bought a Solar Furnace or solar collector for your
own use as heating equipment or as a demonstrator? (Answer yes if you bought

the unit by itself or with your home.)

J Yes (

J No

If yes , from whom did you buy it?

NOTE: If you answered yes , please answer the following questions. If you answered no , please skip to Question II.
Did you buy the Solar Furnace or solar collector as new?

J Yes (

1 No

What is the brand name of the Solar Furnace or solar collector?

) Champion r

) Other (please specify):

If you own or owned a Solar Furnace , does the outside surface look like
) Aluminum or metal with a brown wood- grain pattern?

) Wood, fiberglass or other non metallic material?
) Other (please specify): -

What is the serial number of your Solar Furnace or solar collector?

-----
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NOTE: The serial number should appear on your warranty registration form. If
you can t find your serial number , leave this answer blank.
Do you stil own the Solar Furnace or solar collector?

) Yes (

) No

If the answer to question 6 is no , did you:
J Sell the unit (either by itself or with your home)?
J Dispose of the unit without selling it or receiving any compensation?
NOTE: If you sold the unit to someone else , please provide the name and address

of the buyer: -

Were you ever a dealer for Solar Furnaces?
J Yes (please specify brand name

equipment

you

sold):

JNo
NOTE: If you answered yes , please answer the following questions. If you answered no, please skip to Question 11.

Did you buy the Solar Furnace or solar collector described above before you
became a Solar Furnace dealer?
10.

11.

J Yes r

) No
How many Solar Furnaces and Champion solar collector systems did you sell? (Do

not count any units you bought for your own use and later sold second-hand.
J One or two ( J More than two

J None

Do you know anyone else who bought a Solar Furnace or Champion solar collec-

tor? If so, please provide their names and addresses:

This completes our questions. If you have a copy of your bill of sale , warranty form
or other evidence of purchase , please enclose it with this form in the envelope we have
provided. If you do not have anything like this, please return the form anyway. Evidence of purchase is

not

required for you to be eligible for a cash settlement , but wil

help us in reviewing your eligibility.

REMEMBER: YOU MUST FILL OUT THIS FORM AND MAIL IT TO US BY (return
date) TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR A FULL CASH SETTLEMENT.

ATTACHMENT C
(Champion letterheadJ

(Date)

Dear
As part of an agreement with the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), Champion Home
Builders Co. is offering cash settlements to certain people who purchased Solar Fur-

naces and solar collectors manufactured by Champion. We have reviewed our records
and the questionnaire that you returned and have determined that you are eligible for
a cash settlement under this program.
AMOUNT OF YOUR CASH SETILEMENT

The tentative amount of your cash settlement is (tentative cash settlement amount).
This amount was determined based on the number of Solar Furnaces or solar collectors
you purchased and the circumstances under which you purchased them. The amount

..,-
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of money you wil actually receive may increase slightly if someone who is eligible
not be lowered.
decides not to accept a settlement , but this amount wil
HOW TO OBTAIN YOUR CASH SETTLEMENT

In order to obtain your cash settlement , you must sign and return the enclosed form
Notice of Acceptance of Cash Settlement and Waiver of Claims. " Please read

entitled "

this form and make your decision carefully. By signing and returning this form and
accepting your cash settlement , you give up any rights you may have remaining under

a warranty if you got a warranty from Champion. You also give up your right to sue
Champion for any existing claims you may have relating to your Solar Furnace or solar
collector.
If you decide to accept the cash settlement and give up these rights , please sign the

mail the signed form back
must
form and return it to us in the enclosed envelope. You
to us by (return date) to make certain you receive your settlement. We wil then mail
you a check within the next two to four months. If we do not receive your signed form
in time, you may get a smaller cash settlement or you may get nothing.
If you decide not to accept the cash settlement , please do not return the form. You

will not give up any rights and you wil not receive any money.
If you have any questions about this program , or if you change your address , please
contact:

Champion Solar Program
c/o Champion Home Builders Co.
5573 E. North Street
Dryden , Michigan 48428
lTelephone number)

You must mail the signed waiver form to us by (return date).

Remember:

Sincerely yours
Champion Home Builders Co.
Enclosures

ATTACHMENT D
NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCE OF CASH SETTLEMENT AND WAIVER OF CLAIMS

I hereby accept Champion s offer of a cash settlement, as contained in its letter of
(date of Attachment C or F letter), in an amount not less than (tentative cash settlement

amount).

In consideration of this cash settlement, I hereby release and discharge Champion
Home Builders Co. , its successors and assigns , and its directors , offcers , agents , representatives , and employees , and its divisions and other subsidiaries , from any and all
claims of every name and nature relating to solar energy equipment manufactured and

sold by Champion Home Builders Co. , including any claims I may have under any
express or implied warranty, including any warranty of merchantability or fitness for
particular use ,

from the beginning of time to the date of this instrument and forever

aftr , except any claims for future personal injury or future property damage relating
to the solar energy equipment.
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(Signature)

(Date)

(Name)
(Address)

(City, State and Zip Coe)
REMEMBER: YOU MUST SIGN THIS FORM AND MAIL IT TO US BY (return date).

A'IACHMENT E
(Champion letterhead)

(DateJ

Dear
Our records show that you may have purchased a Solar Furnace or solar collector
manufactured by Champion Home Builders Co. Champion has recently started a program to offer cash settlements of at least several hundred dollars each to certain people

who purchased solar energy equipment sold under the " Champion " and other brand
names.

Yoil

may be eligible for a cash settlement under this program. Please read this

letter and follow the steps listed below.

This program is part of an agreement between the Federal Trade Commission (FTC)

and Champion. The ITC had alleged that Champion s Solar Furnaces and solar collectors did not provide as much heat as represented and required a great deal of mainte-

nance and repairs. Although Champion does not admit this is true , we have agreed to
offer these cash settlements.
HOW TO APPLY
In order to apply for a cash settlement, you

must

do the following:

0) Fil out the enclosed questionnaire completely. This will be used to determine your
eligibility for the cash settlement.
(2) If you owned more than one Solar Furnace or solar collector system , make extra

copies of the questionnaire and fill out one for each Solar Furnace or solar collector
system you owned.

(3) Return the completed questionnaire to us in the enclosed envelope. You must mail

the questionnaire back to us by (return date) to make sure you are considered for the

full cash settlement for which you may be eligible. If you are eligible for a cash
settlement but we do not receive your completed questionnaire in time, you wil receive
no cash settlement.
Even if you no longer own the Solar Furnace or solar collector , or you were a dealer
or you bought a non- Champion brand , you may stil be eligible for a cash settlement.

Please fill out the questionnaire so that you may be considered.
HOW TO OBTAIN YOUR CASH SETTLEMENT

Once we receive your completed questionnaire , we will determine if you are eligible
for a cash settlement and let you know in writing within the next several months. If
you are eligible, we wil also tell you how much the settement wil be. Please let us
know if you change your address in the next several months , so we can contact you
again.
You wil
not have to return your Solar Furnace or solar collector if you decide to take

the cash settlement. However , you

will

have to sign a waiver form which we wil send
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you. By signing the waiver you will give up any rights you may have remaining under
a warranty if you got a warranty from Champion. You will also give up your right to

sue Champion for any existing claims you may have relating to your Solar Furnace or
solar collector.

If you have any questions about this program , please contact:
Champion Solar Program
c/o Champion Home Builders Co.
5573 E. North Street
Dryden , Michigan 48428
(Telephone number J
Remember:

You must mail the completed questionnaire to us by (return date). Also

please remember to let us know if you change your address.
Sincerely yours
Champion Home Builders Co.
Enclosures
ATTACHMENT F
(Date)

(Champion letterhead)

Dear
As part of an agreement with the Federal Trade Commission , Champion Home
Builders Co. is offering cash settlements to certain people who purchased Solar Fur-

naces and solar collectors manufactured by Champion. Some time ago , we sent you a
letter notifying you of your eligibility for a cash settlement under this program. We also

sent you a form to sign in order to accept your cash settlement.
We have received back your signed acceptance form. Unfortunately, we did not
receive it in time to include you in the first group of people eligible for cash settlements.

For that reason, the amount of the cash settement you can receive has changed.
are sending you this letter to notify you of the change in your cash settlement , and to
obtain your approval of the new amount.
AMOUNT OF YOUR CASH SE'ILEMENT

The tentative amount of your cash settlement is now (tentative cash settlement
amount). The amount of money you wil actually receive may increase slightly if
someone who is eligible decides not to accept a settlement ,

but this amount wil

not

lowered.
HOW TO OBTAIN YOUR CASH SETTLEMENT

In order to obtain your cash settlement, you must sign and return the enclosed form

entitled " Notice of Acceptance of Cash Settlement and Waiver of Claims. " You must
do this even though you previously signed and returned a form.

Please read this form and make your decision carefully. By signing and returning
this form and accepting your cash settlement , you give up any rights you may have
remaining under a warranty if you got a warranty from Champion. You also give up
your right to sue Champion for any existing claims you may have relating to your Solar
Furnace or solar collector.

---- - .
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If you decide to accept the cash settlement and give up these rights , please sign the
must
mail the signed form back
to us by (return datel to make certain you receive your settlement. We wil then mail
you a check within the next two months. Ifwe do not receive your signed form in time,
you will receive no cash settlement.
If you decide not to accept the cash settlement , please do not return the form. You
will not give up any rights and you wil not receive any money.
If you have any questions about this program, or if you change your address, please
form and return it to us in the enclosed envelope. You

contact:
Champion Solar Program

c/o Champion Home Builders Co.
5573 E. North Street
Dryden , Michigan 48428
(Telephone number)
Remember:

You must mail the signed waiver form to us by (return date).
Sincerely,

Champion Home Builders Co.
Enclosures

ATTACHMENT G
(Champion letterhead)

fDate)

Dear
As part a l' an agreement with the Federal Trade Commission CITC), Champion Home
Builders Co. is offering cash settlements to certain people who purchased Solar Fur-

naces and solar collectors manufactured by Champion. We have reviewed our records
and the questionnaire that you returned and have determined that you are

not eligible

for this program, for the following reason:

) Your Solar Furnace or

solar collector was not manufactured by Champion.

J You are not the original purchaser.
J You were a Champion dealer and sold three or more Solar Furnaces or solar
collectors.

J You were a dealer of an International Solarthermics Corporation licensee
and sold one or more Solar Furnaces or solar collectors.
received a refund or monetary award from Champion.

) You previously

J Your information was received after the program had ended.
J Othero

If you believe that our determination is incorrect, pleas contact:

Champion Solar Program
cia
Champion Home Builders Co.
5573 E. North Street
Dryden , Michigan 48428
(Telephone number)

'-- -
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For a copy of the FIC agreement , write:
Federal Trade Commission

Public Reference Branch
Room 130
Washingtn, D. C. 20580

We regret that we cannot be of assistance to you.
Sincerely yours
Champion Home Builders Co.
ATTACHMENT H
(Champion letterhead)

(DateJ

Dear Sir IMadam:
Our reords indicate that you may own solar energy equipment manufactured by

Champion Home Builders Co. As a result , we are sending you this importat notice

about your equipment.

IMPORTANT WARNING

Your Champion solar equipment contains wood and other flammable materials.

Federal Government Agencies have recently expressed concern that wood in solar
collectors may ignite when exposed to excessive heat over a long period of time. Although we do not expect a fire would occur under normal operating conditions
recommend that these precautionary steps be taken.

. we

1. CLOE THE REFLECTOR SHIELD WHEN YOUR SOLAR EQUIPMENT IS NOT IN USE.

Always cover the collector when the unit is not operating to prevent build-up of
excessive heat. Close the reflector shield to cover the collecor during months you are
not using your equipment. The reflector shield should also be closed if a motor or
controller stops working, or if you have a power outage. If you do not have a reflector
shield , use a tarpaulin or sjrnilar material to cover the collector.
2. NEVER SMOKJ: OR USE AN OPEN FLAME NEAR THE EQUIPMENT OR DUCTWORK.

Your Champion solar equipment and ductwork contain organic materials such as
woo and polyurethane foam which can release toxic smoke if ignited. Therefore , you

should never smoke or use an open flame , such as a butane torch, near the equipment
or ductwork. The two warning labels enclosed with this letter should be glued to the
outside of the Solar Furnace at the motor maintenance opening, and to the exposed
ductwork inside your house.
3. INSTALL A SMOKE DETECTOR.

We believe that all homes should be equipped with smoke detectors. If you don
already have one , you should consider purchasing and installing a smoke detector in
your home.
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If you have any questions about this notice , you may call us at (telephone number).
Sincerely,

Champion Home Builders Co.
Enclosures
ATTACHMENT I

WARNING
Combustible Materials
Do not expose to open flames
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IN THE MATTER OF

FOREMOST DAIRIES, INC.
MODIFYING ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLGED VIOLATION OF THE FEDERAL
TRADE COMMISSION ACT AND SEC. 7 OF THE CLAYTON ACT
Doket C- 1161.

Consent Order. Jan;

1967-'Modifying Order ,

Feb.

17. 1983

This order reopens the proceeding and modifies the Commission s order issued on Jan.
, 1967 (71 F. C. 56), by deleting Paragraph V from the order , so as to relieve

respondent of the obligation of obtaining Commission approval prior to making
certn acquisitions.
ORDER MODIFYING CEASE AND DESIST ORDER ISSUED JANUARY 23 , 1967

By a petition dated July 9 , 1982 , and supplements thereto dated

October 14 , 1982 , November 16 , 1982, and January 11 , 1983 , respondent Foremost- McKesson , Inc. (successor to Foremost Dairies, Inc.)

Foremost" ) requests that the Commission reopen the proceeding in
Docket No. C-1161 and delete Paragraph V of the order issued by the

1967. Pursuant to Section 2. 51 of the
Commission s Rules of Practice , the petition was placed on the public
Commission on January 23 ,

record for comments. No comments were received.
Upon consideration of Foremost' s petition and supporting materi-

als, and other relevant information , the Commission now finds that
the public interest warrants reopening and modification of the order.
The Commission has determined that absent special circumstances
an order provision that requires prior Commission approval of acqui-

sitions by the respondent should not exceed ten years in duration. The
order in this case has been in effect for 16 years and the record does

not demonstrate that continued prior approval of respondent' s acqui-

sitions is necessary.
Accordingly,
It is ordered That this matter be , and it hereby is reopened and that
Paragraph V of the Commission s order be and it is hereby deleted.
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IN THE MATTER OF

PLASKOLITE , ING
CONSENT

ORDE , ETC. ,

IN

REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC. 5 OF

THE FEDERAL

ACT

TRADE. COMMISSION

Docket C-3104. Complaint,

1983-Deision, Feb.

Feb.

Thi consent order requires a Columbus ,

, 1983

Ohio manufacturer and seller of interior-

mounted plastic storm windows, among other things, to cease misrepresenting the
performance capabilities

of storm

windows; the amount

that wil result

of savings

from installation of storm windows on a house already equipped with prime and
storm windows; and the purpose, content or conclusions aftests or surveys used by

the company to substantiate energy-related claims. Respondent is further barred
from using the words " up to " or similar terms in energy-related claims , unless the
maximum level

of performance

of con sUm-

can be achieved by a significant number

ers under normal circumstances ,

and the class

of per sons

level of performance is disclosed. Additionally, respondent

who can achieve this
is required

documentation for energy-related claims for a period of three years.

to retain

Appearances
For the Commission:

Marilyn J. Holmes

For the respondent:

Lucas, Porter,

Eric F Stoer,

Wright,

Morris

and

Robert

C.

Washington , D. C. and G.

Arthur Columbus , Ohio.

Cheek.

Robert

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act

and by virtue of the authority vested in it by that Act , the Federal
Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Plaskolite , Inc. , a
corporation , hereinafter sometimes referred to as respondent, has
violated the provisions of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission

Act , and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in

respect thereof would be in the public interest , hereby issues this
complaint , stating its charges in that respect as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Plaskolite , Inc. , is a corporation organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of Ohio , with its principal offce and place of business located

at 1770 Joyce Avenue , Columbus, Ohio.

PAR. 2. Respondent has been engaged in the manufacture , advertising, promotion , offering for sale, sale and distribution of interior
mounted plastic storm windows under the brand name " In- Sider.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business , respondent has

. . .
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caused its interior mounted plastic storm windows , when sold, to be
shipped from its manufacturing plants in Columbus , Ohio , to its distributors and retailers in various States of the United States. For the
purpose of inducing the purchase of its interior mounted plastic storm
windows by the consuming public, and in a manner likely to induce
the purchase of said products in commerce, respondent has dis-

seminated and caused the dissemination of certain advertisements
and promotional materials through various means , including the insertion of advertisements in magazines with national circulation , and
the distribution of promotional materials through the use of the United States mail. Respondent at all times mentioned herein has maintained a substantial course of business , including the acts and
practices as hereinafter set forth ,

which are in or affecting commerce,

as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 4. In the Course and conduct of its business , through the use
of various advertisements and promotional materials , respondent has

represented that:
a. When installed with a double hung window , the In- Sider wil cut heat loss through
the window by 889'!

b. Triple glaze with the In- Sider (install the In- Sider in addition to a storm window
or insulating window) and cut your heat loss by an additional 26%!
c. Actual test results show how much typical homes saved with In- Sider storm
windows.
Heating $ Saved by Adding In- Sider: Boston , $156. 62; Dallas , $49. 97;
Detroit, $87. 33;

Philadelphia ,

$54.

63. Cooling $ Saved by Adding In- Sider: Boston

$85. 00; Dallas , $170. 00: Detroit , $45. 00;

Philadelphia, $31.00.

d. How much can you save? Field tests in three different American cities clearly show
how much In- Siders can slash offa
heating bill
(in 1979).... Projected Fuel Bil Savings
Adding In- Siders to Prime Windows only: Philadelphia , $88. 05; Boston , $252. 20; Dallas,
$52. 53.
PAR. 5. In truth and in fact , contrary to respondent's representations set forth in Paragraph Four:

a. The In- Sider wil not cut heat loss through many double hung

windows by 88 percent.
b. The In- Sider wil not cut heat loss by 26 percent in many instances where it is installed in addition to a storm window or insulating window.

c. The savings on heating and cooling costs set forth in Paragraph
Four , subparagraph c. above are not actual test results. The test
results referred to do not establish heating cost savings of $156. 62
installing In- Sider

by

storm windows on a typical home in Boston. At the

time the representations set forth in Paragraph Four , subparagraph
c. above were made , a typical home in Boston would not have saved
$156. 62 on heating costs by installing In- Sider storm windows.
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d. The field tests referred to in Paragraph Four, subparagraph d.
above do not establish heating cost savings of $252. 20 by installng

In- Sider storm windows on a typical home in Boston. A typical home
on heating costs in 1979 by
installng In-Sider storm windows.

in Boston would not have saved $252. 20

Therefore , said representations are deceptive or unfair.
PAR. 6. In the course and conduct of its business , through the use
of various advertisements and promotional materials, respondent has

represented that:
a. Installation of the In- Sider

wil " Save

up to 88% of heat loss

through windows.

b. Installation of the In- Sider " cuts heat loss through your window
by up to 98. 5%.
c. " And , if you have outside storm windows , the In- Sider increases
their effciency by up to 26%!"
PAR. 7. By and through the use of these and other representations,

respondent has represented directly or by implication that:
a. Installing In- Sider storm windows will save an appreciable number of consumers 88 percent or close to 88 percent of heat loss through
windows under circumstances normally and expectably encountered

by consumers.
b. Installing In- Sider storm windows wil reduce heat loss through
windows for an appreciable number of consumers by 98. 5 percent or
close to 98. 5 percent under circumstances normally and expectably
encountered by consumers.

c. Installng In- Sider storm windows on a house that already has
prime and storm windows will reduce heat loss for an appreciable
number of consumers by 26 percent or close to 26 percent under
circumstances normally and expectably encountered by consumers.
PAR. 8. In truth and in fact ,

contrary to respondent' s representations set forth in Paragraph Seven:
a. Few , if any, consumers, under circumstances normally and expectably encountered. wil save 88 percent or close to 88 percent of
heat loss through windows by installng In-Sider storm windows.
b. Few , if any, consumers , under circumstances normally and expectably encountered , wil reduce heat loss through windows by 98.5
percent or close to 98.5 percent by installng In- Sider storm windows.
c. Few , if any, consumers , under circumstances normally and expectably encountered, wil reduce heat loss by 26 percent or close to
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26 percent by installng In-Sider storm windows on a house that
already has prime and storm windows.
Therefore , said representations are deceptive or unfair.
PAR. 9. In the Course and conduct of its business , through the use
of various advertisements and promotional materials , respondent has
represented that:

a. " The In- Sider Storm Window substantially outperforms outside
storm windows.

b. In- Sider storm windows " insulate far better than outside storm
windows.
c. " The In- Sider is 1/3 more effective than a triple track window!!!"
PAR. 10. In truth and in fact ,

contrary to respondent' s representa-

tions set forth in Paragraph Nine:
a. In-

Sider storm windows do not substantially outperform many

outside storm windows.
b. In-

Sider storm windows do not insulate far better than many

outside storm windows.
c. The In- Sider is not

one- third

more effective than many triple

track windows.

Therefore , said representations are deceptive or unfair.
PAR. 11. At the time respondent

made the representations alleged

in Paragraphs Four , Six , Seven , and Nine, respondent did not possess
and rely upon a reasonable basis for making such representations
because inter alia respondent' s test protocols and calculations were
not designed or conducted to assess product performance in a manner
appropriate and relevant to the representations made. Therefore , said

representations are deceptive or unfair.
PAR. 12. Respondent' s advertisements and promotional materials
represent , directly or by implication , that respondent possessed and
relied upon a reasonable basis for making, at the time they were
made, the representations alleged in Paragraphs Four , Six , Seven
and Nine. In truth and in fact respondent did not possess and rely
upon a reasonable basis for making such representations because

inter alia respondent' s test protocols and calculations were not designed or conducted to assess product performance in a manner appropriate and relevant to the representations made. Therefore , said

representations are deceptive or unfair.
PAR. 13. The use by respondent of the aforesaid deceptive or unfair
statements , representations , and practices, and the placement in the
hands ofits distributors and retailers ofthe means and instrumentali-
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ties by and through which others may have used the aforesaid decep-

tive or unfair statements , representations , and practices have had
the capacity and tendency to mislead consumers into the erroneous
and mistaken belief that said statements and representations were
and are true and complete , and into the purchase of respondent'

interior mounted storm window products by reason of said erroneous
and mistaken belief.
PAR. 14. The acts and practices of respondent as herein

alleged are

all to the prejudice and injury ofthe public and of respondent' s competitors , and constitute unfair methods of competition and unfair or
deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce , in violation of
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of
certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption

hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau of Consumer Protection
Commission for its consideration and
which , if issued by the Commission would charge respondent with

proposed to present to the

violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondent ,

its attorney, and counsel for the Commission hav-

ing thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order , an
admission by the respondent of all jurisdictional facts set forth in the
aforesaid draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in

such complaint , and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission s Rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and hav-

ing determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent has
violated the said Act , and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days , now in further conformity with the
procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34 of its Rules, the Commission

hereby issues its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional findings and enters the following order:

1. Respondent Plaskolite , Inc. is a corporation organized , existing
and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
Ohio , with its offce and principal place of business located at 1770

Joyce Avenue, in the City of Columbus , State of Ohio.

PLASKOLITE , INC.
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2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter ofthis proceeding and of the respondent ,

and the proceeding

is in the public interest.
ORDER

For purpbses of this order , the following definitions shall apply:
Energy-related claim
means any general or specific , oral or written
representation that , directly or by implication , describes or refers to
energy savings , efficiency or conservation , fuel savings , fuel cost savings, air infiltration , window or door sealing capabilities , conduction
of heat , or heat gain or loss.
competent and reliable test
means any scientific , engineering, or
other analytical report or study prepared by one or more persons with
skil and expert knowledge in the field to which the material pertains
and based on testing, evaluation , and analytical procedures that ensure accurate and reliable results.
Storm window
means any transparent window covering, whether
placed outside or inside an ordinary window , made of any material
which is used to prevent or reduce air infitration or exfitration.

PART I
It is ordered That respondent Plaskolite, Inc. , a corporation its
successors and assigns , and its offcers , agents , representatives and
employees , directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division
or other device , in connection
with
the advertising, offering for sale
sale or distribution of any storm window in or affecting commerce , as
commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do
forthwith cease and desist from:

(1) Misrepresenting in any manner , directly or by implication , the
performance capabilities of any storm window or the ability of any
storm window to reduce air infitration , heat loss through the window , or heating costs.
(2) Misrepresenting in any manner , directly or by implication , the

amount of savings that wil result from installation of any storm
window on a house that already has prime and storm windows.

(3) Making any energy-related claim unless , at the time that the
claim is made , respondent possesses and relies upon a competent and
reliable test or other objective material which substantiates the
claim.
(4) Misrepresenting in any manner , directly or by implication , the
purpose , content, or conclusion of any test or study upon
which
re-
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claim , or
making any statement or representation which is inconsistent with
the results or conclusions of any such test or study.
(5) Making any energy-related claim which uses the phrase " up to
or words of similar import , unless , (a) the maximum level of performance claimed can be achieved by an appreciable number of consumers
spondent relies as substantiation for any energy- related

under circumstances normally and expectably encountered by con-

sumers , and (b) the class of persons who can achieve the maximum
level of performance claimed is disclosed.
PART II

It is further ordered That respondent maintain all documentation
in support of and upon which respondent relies in making any energyrelated claim and any other documentation that contradicts , qualifies , or otherwise calls into question any energy-related claim includ-

ed in advertising or sales promotional material disseminated
respondent or by any offcer , representative, agent , employee , subsidiary, or division of respondent , concerning the performance , effciency
or quality of any storm window. Such documentation shall be retained
by respondent for a period of three years from the date such advertis-

ing or sales promotional materials were last disseminated, and may
be inspected by the Commission staff upon reasonable notice.
PART III

It is further ordered That , for a period ofthree years from the date
of service of this Order , respondent forthwith deliver a copy of this
Order to all present and future employees , personnel , or agents and
representatives of respondent engaged in the creation , design , or dissemination of any advertisement promoting respondent' s storm windows.
PART IV
It is further ordered

That respondent notify the Commission at

least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change such as dissolution
assignment or sale resulting in the emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries , or any other change

in the corporation which may affect compliance obligations arising
out of this Order.

~~~
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PART V

It is further ordered That respondent shall, within sixty (60) days
after service upon it of this order , fie with the Commission a report
in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has
complied with this Order.
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Interlocutory Order
IN THE MATTER OF

SOUTHWEST SUNSITES, INC. , ET AL.
Docket

9134.

Interlocutory Order,

Feb.

, 1983

ORDER ESTABLISHING PROCEDURES FOR SUBMISSION OF
PORTER REALTY CONSENT AGREEMENT

On February 11, 1981 , complaint counsel and respondents, Irvin
) executed an
Agreement Containing Consent Order to Cease and Desist (" consent" ). Thereafter, pursuant to a joint motion by the parties , the
Administrative Law Judge ("ALJ" ) stayed the litigation with respect
to these respondents. Trial of the remaining respondents ("subdivider
respondents ) was conducted from April 1981 into February 1982. On
July 29 , 1982, the ALJ issued an initial decision dismissing the complaint as to subdivider respondents. However, complaint counsel has

Porter and Porter Realty, Inc. ("broker respondents

acknowledged that the executed consent and supporting staff recommendation were not submitted to the Bureau of Consumer Protection

for final approval so that the matter, as to broker respondents , could
Complaint
See
be withdrawn from adjudication in a timely fashion.
Counsel's January 24 , 1983 Response to Commission s Order Directing Submission of Briefs at 2 , Rules of Practice , Section 3. 25(c), 16
R. 3. 25(c).
Section 4. 7(1) of the Commission s Rules of Practice, 16 C.F. R. 4. 7(1),
communications between complaint counsel and the
ex parte
permit

Commission for the purpose of evaluating proposed consent settlements that are executed by some , but not all , respondents. However
to avoid any appearance that complaint counsel has obtained an advantage because of the status of the proposed consent it is hereby
that all communications from complaint counsel to the Comordered
mission concerning the proposed consent signed by Porter Realty, Inc.
and Irvin Porter be made on the record. Complaint counsel is also
ordered to submit the consent agreement and any recommendations
concerning it within sixty (60) days following issuance of this order.
The proposed consent agreement wil then be considered in conjunction with the adjudicative case now pending before the Commission.
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IN THE MATTER OF

MORTON THIOKOL , INC. , ET AL.
MODIFYING ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC. 5 OF
THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket C-2707.

COfUent Order,

July

1975-Modifying

Order,

Feb.

, 1983

This order reopens the proceeding and modifies the Commission s order issued on July
, 1975 (86 F. C. 299). The modified order eases certain restrictions concerning
the advertising of Lite Salt; gives the company more flexibility when making
disclosures in advertising; and requires that Lite Salt labels state that it is " Not
To Be Used By Persons On Sodium Or Potassium Restricted Diets Unless Approved
By A Physician.

ORDER REOPENING THE PROCEEDING AND
MODU' YING CEASE AND DESIST ORDER

On July 23 , 1982 , Morton- Norwich Products , Inc. ! and Needham

Harper & Steers Advertising, Inc. ,

respondents in the above-cap-

tioned matter , fied a petition pursuant to Rule 2. 51 of the Commission s Rules of Practice to reopen the proceeding and modify the
consent order entered on July 21 , 1975.
The consent order involves Morton Lite Salt(' Mixture (Lite
Salt)2 , a blend of equal amounts of sodium chloride and potassium

chloride , or any product of similar composition. Petitioners marketed
Lite Salt for people who desire to or should limit their sodium intake.

The order prohibits claims that medical research has established a
connection between sodium intake and high blood pressure or water
retention , and that a reduction in sodium intake would promote or
maintain good health. The Complaint charged that these claims had
not been established to the satisfaction of the scientific community.
In addition , the order requires a warning in all Lite Salt advertisements that the product is " Not To Be Used By Persons On Sodium Or
Potassium Restricted Diets Unless Approved By A Physician.
The petition of July 23 , 1982 , requests five changes in the consent
order , which it summarized as follows:
(1) a change in the consent order s preamble to make clear that the

order s advertising and labeling restrictions apply only to Morton
consumer-oriented promotional efforts and sales , rather than to the
industrial food processing trade;
I Morton- Norwich, Inc. , changed its name to Morton Thiokol, Inc, after it fied the petition.
1- Petitioners requested a change in the preamble language substituting " Morton Lite SaltCi Mixture

Morton Lite Salt" to protect their trademark. The Cummission has no objection to the change.

" for

,"

g.,
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Not To

Be Used By Pl\rsons On Sodium Or Potassium Restricted Diets Unless

Approved By A Physician
(3) a change in the advertising disclosure provisions which allows
Morton the option of using in its advertising the cautionary statement

Not To Be Used By Persons On Sodium Or Potassium Restricted
Diets Unless Approved By A Physician " or the statement " Read Label , Including Warnings
(4) a change in the advertising disclosure provisions which removes
the phrase " clear and conspicuous " and substitutes more specific
disclosure requirements for television , radio , and print advertisements; and

(5) a change in the second proscriptive paragraph of the consent
order to make clear that the order does not prohibit Morton from

stating accurately the opinions of medical researchers and doctors
concerning the effects of sodium consumption , provided that such
representations are based on reliable and competent scientific evidence.
The petition included a Proposed Order that petitioners requested the

Commission to substitute for the original order.
The change requested in the preamble language would result in the
order applying only to the advertising and sale of Lite Salt or any
product of similar composition " in a package intended to be purchased and used by consumers

(e.

the 11 ounce container sold in

grocery stores) and not to the advertising and sale of the product in
institutional packages
(e.
80 pound sacks sold to food processors).
Morton did not market the product in institutional size sacks in 1975.
The Commission agrees that this change is justified. As petitioners
point out

a food processor using the Product as an ingredient in its product would be suffciently
sophisticated to easily recognize that it should not be used in preparing a sodium-free
or a potassium- free food. Moreover , food manufacturers are required to adhere to food
labeling regulations as promulgated by the FDA , including regulations regarding the

disclosure of ingredients in the order of predominance.
Petition at 17.

The second suggested change would add the following proscriptive
paragraph to the modified order:
1. Failing to disclose on the label of such container , in the following
words , or words of similar import , that such product is " Not To Be

Used By Persons On Sodium or Potassium Restricted Diets Unless

U'-V'-

'-V'-
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Approved By A Physician. " Such disclosure must be enclosed within

a boxed outlne and printed in type size that can clearly be read.
This provision is desirable because it requires , with minimal burden , the dissemination to interested consumers of important health

information. Petitioners now include this warning on the product
pursuant to an agreement reached with the Food and Drug Adminis-

tration in 1974. Including this provision in the order gives the Commission clear authority to enforce the warning, and to ensure its
prominence.
The third requested modification is that petitioners be allowed in

advertising to substitute the warning " Read Label , Including Warnings " for the more extensive warning that the product is " Not To Be
Used By Persons On Sodium or Potassium Restricted Diets Unless
Approved By A Physician. " Petitioners argue that so long as the more
extensive warning appears in labeling, a requirement that it also
appear in advertising is unnecessarily burdensome.
The Commission recognizes that all mandatory disclosures impose
costs, occupy advertising space and compete with other useful information in advertisements-such as the benefits of the product- for
consumers ' attention. Consequently, disclosure requirements serve
the public interest only if their benefits outweigh their costs and they
are no more burdensome than necessary than to convey the intended
message. The Commission has concluded that if advertising for Lite
Salt discloses that the product contains sodium , more extensive warnings are not necessary in advertising. 3 The sodium content disclosure
should be suffcient to alert consumers on sodium restricted diets to
read the label of the product. There they wil find a statement of the
amount of sodium in the product , as well as the now required warning
not to use the product without physician approval. The Commission
does not believe it has a suffcient basis to require an advertising

warning for this product directed only to persons on potassium restricted diets.

Accordingly, the Commission has modified the advertising disclo-

sure requirement , with petitioners ' agreement , to allow a disclosure
of sodium content in lieu of the more extensive warning originally
required.
Petitioners next ask the Commission to change the order s

disclo-

sure guidelines. The current order requires that disclosures be " clear

Petitioners ' propose alternative definitions setting
radio , and print advertising. Petitioners
have agreed to modify the proposed television disclosure standards to
and conspicuous. "

forth criteria for television ,

3 The COllunigsion does not , however , accept petitioners ' arguent that it should alter the health warings
becauBC of alleged competitive disadvantages they impose.
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require audio disclosure. With this change, the Commission believes
these standards wil ensure that the required information is

ade-

quately communicated.
The final modification concerns the order provisions prohibiting
petitioners from representing that medical researchers or doctors
have established (a) a connection between sodium intake and high
blood pressure or water retention , or (b) that reducing the level of

sodium intake wil promote or maintain good health. The petition
cites extensive evidence indicating that the vast majority of medical
and scientific experts in this country are suffciently certain of a link
between sodium consumption and the development of high blood pres-

sure to recommend a reduction in sodium consumption for the general population. This represents a change from the state of medical and

scientific opinion in 1975 when the order was issued. At that time,
many doctors and researchers were not prepared to take a position on
the existence of a link between sodium consumption and the develc.'ment of high blood pressure , and reduced sodium consumption was

not widely recommended for the general public. Because the situation
has changed dramatically since 1975 ,

however , the Commission be-

lieves the evidence contained in the petition justifies modifying the
order. The evidence indicates , however , that most experts do not believe that the link between sodium consumption and the development
of high blood pressure has been conclusively established. Consequent-

ly, the Commission has , with petitioners ' agreement , modified the
order to allow respondents to make representations about the relationship between sodium consumption and high blood pressure or
water retention if they posses a reasonable basis consisting ofcompetent and reliable scientific documentation supporting the representations.
The modified order also prohibits claims that Lite Salt is a sodiumfree salt substitute or that it is intended for use by persons on sodium
or potassium restricted diets unless approved by a physician.
For the foregoing reasons , the Commission believes petitioners
have made a satisfactory showing that changes in facts and the public
interest require modifying the order.
That the proceeding is hereby reopened and
It is therefore ordered,
the Decision and Order issued July 21 , 1975 , in Docket No. C-2707 is
hereby modified to read as follows:
ORDER
It is ordered,

That respondent Morton Thiokol ,

Inc. , a corporation

and respondent Needham , Harper & Steers Advertising, Inc. , a corpo-

ration , their successors and assigns , either jointly or individually, and

MORTON THIOKOL , INC. , ET AL.
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respondents ' offcers , agents , representatives , and employees , directly
or through any corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device , in
connection with the advertising, offering for sale , sale , or distribution
in or affecting commerce as " commerce " is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act , of Morton Lite SaltCi Mixture or any product
of similar composition , packed in a container intended to be sold to
distributed to , or used by consumers , do forthwith cease and desist
from:

1. Failng to disclose on the label of such container , in the following
words or words of similar import , that such product is " Not To Be
Used By Persons On Sodium Or Potassium Restricted Diets Unless
Approved By A Physician. " Such disclosure must be enclosed within
a boxed outline and printed in type size that can clearly be read.
2. Disseminating any advertising for such product packed in such
container that fails to disclose:
a. The following words, or words of similar import: " Not For Persons On Sodium Or Potassium Restricted Diets Unless Approved By

A Physician ; or
b. That such product contains sodium. This disclosure may be accomplished satisfactorily by describing such product as a mixture of
salt (or sodium chloride) and potassium chloride or as containing
one- half (1/2) the sodium of table salt.
For television advertisements , the required disclosure must be presented in the audio portions of the advertisement. The disclosure

must be made in a manner such that it may be heard without undue
distracting noise.

For print advertisements , the required disclosure must be of a type
siz that can clearly be read ,

and must appear enclosed in a boxed

outline or otherwise appear prominently. Ifa coupon for such product
is offered as part of any advertisement, the required disclosure need
appear only in the main portion ofthe advertisement. If such product
is advertised in conjunction with other products, the required disclo-

sure need appear as part of or in close proximity to only that portion
ofthe advertisement in which such product appears most prominently.

For radio advertisements , the required disclosure must be made in
a manner such that it may be heard without undue distracting noise.
3. Making any representation , directly or indirectly, regarding the
relationship between sodium consumption and high blood pressure or

at the time the representation is made , respondents have in their possession a reasonable basis consisting of

water retention unless ,
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competent and reliable scientific documentation to support such representation.
4. Making any representation, directly or indirectly, that Morton
Lite Salt0 Mixture is a sodium- free salt substitute.
5. Making any representation , directly or indirectly, that Morton
Lite Salt0 Mixture is intended for use by persons on sodium or potassium restricted diets , unless the representation is expressly limited to
use approved by a pbysician.
Nothing in this order shall be construed to prohibit respondents from
disseminating any advertisement of Morton Lite Salt0 Mixture
any product of similar composition ,

that:

A. indicates that the product contains one- half the sodium ofregular salt; or
B. indicates that the product is intended for persons (not i!,cluding

those on sodium or potassium restricted diets) who desite to reduce
their intake of salt or sodium.
It is further ordered That respondents shall forthwith distribute a
copy of this order to each offcer or employee having direct responsi-

bility for either the marketing or advertising of Morton Lite Salt0
Mixture.
It is further ordered,

That respondents notify the Commission at

least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the corporate
respondents , such as dissolution , assignment , or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of
any subsidiary, or any other change in the corporation that may affect
compliance obligations arising out of the order.
It is further ordered,

That the foregoing modification shall become

effective upon service of this order.
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IN THE MATTER OF

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CORPORATION
CONSENT ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SECS. 5 AND 12
OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket C-3105. Complaint,

March

7,

7983-Decision, March

, 1983

This consent order requires a New York City corporation , among other things , to ceaSe

misrepresenting that the Black Pro Shaver or any other drug or device wil cure
required to have a reasonable basis
or minimize " razor bumps. " The company is
for representations relating to the efIcacy, performance or benefi of any drug,

device or other product; barred from making statements which are inconsistent
with reliable scientific or medical evidence; and prohibited from misrepresenting
the extent or results of product testing. The order also requires that the company

maintain specific records for a period of three years and provide its sales and
advertising personnel with a copy of the order.

Appearances
For the Commission:

For the respondent:

Mitchell Paul

and

William B. Gerwig,

Grace Polk Stern.
New York City.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
as amended , and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act

the Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that North
American Philips Corporation and McCaffrey and McCall , Inc. , here-

inafter sometimes referred to as respondents , have violated the provisions of said Act , and it appearing to the Commission that a
proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest

hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent

North American Philips Corporation is

a corporation organized, existing and doing business under and by

virtue of the laws of the State of Delaware , with its executive offce
and principal place of business located at 100 East 42 Street , New
York , New York.
PAR. 2. Respondent McCaffrey and McCall , Inc. is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue ofthe laws
of the State of New York , with its executive offce and principal place
of business located at 575 Lexington Avenue , New York, New York.

PAR. 3. Respondent North American Philps Corporation is now,
and for some time in the past has been , engaged in the manufacture
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importation , distribution , advertising and sale of electric shavers and
other products to the public.

PAR. 4. Respondent North American Philips Corporation causes
said products , when sold , to be transported from its places of business
in various States ofthe United States to purchasers located in various
other States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.

Respondent North American Philips Corporation maintains , and at
all times mentioned herein has maintained , a substantial course of
trade in or affecting commerce , as !I commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.

PAR. 5. Respondent North American Philips Corporation at all
times mentioned herein has been and now is in substantial competi-

tion in commerce with individuals, firms and corporations in the sale
and distribution of electric shavers and other products.
PAR. 6. Respondent McCaffrey and McCall , Inc. has been and now
is an advertising agency of respondent North American Philips Corporation. Respondent McCaffrey and McCall has prepared, and has

placed for dissemination , advertising material to promote the sale of
various products of respondent North American Philips Corporation
including the Black Pro shaver.
PAR. 7. Respondent McCafl' ey and McCall , Inc. at all times mentioned herein has been and now is in substantial competition in or
affecting commerce with other advertising agencies.
PAR. 8. Respondent North American Philips Corporation is now
and for some time in the past has been , engaged in the manufacture
importation , distribution , advertising and sale of the Black Pro shav, a product advertised as curing, mitigating, treating or preventing
a shaving problem common to black men , specifically pseudofolliculitis barbae (hereinafter !! razor bumps ), a skin disease primarily induced by shaving. As advertised , the Black Pro shaver is a " device
within the meaning of Section 12 of the Federal Trade Commission

and

Act.
PAR. 9. In the course and conduct of their businesses, and for the
purpose of inducing the sale of electric shavers and other products
respondents have disseminated and caused the dissemination of ad-

vertising for the Black Pro shaver in national magazines distributed
by the mail
across state lines , and in radio broadcasts transmitted
by radio stations located in various States of the United States and
in the District of Columbia , having suffcient power to carry such
broadcasts across state lines. In addition ,

respondents have dis-

seminated across state lines advertising for the Black Pro shaver in
newspapers and catalogues, and have distributed by mail or other
means , product brochures and other sales literature directly to con-

..

. . . . . .
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sumers or to dealers for display or distribution to consumers prior to
or at the time of sale.
PAR. 10. Typical of the statements in the advertisements disseminated as previously descrihed , but not necessarily inclusive

thereof, are the following:
a. With the.

Black Pro , razor bumps go away. And stay away.
and a leading black university have
for your shaving problems.
Even in
daily
shaving.
(emphasis

b. (North American Philips Corporation)
found a dramatic cure

in original)
c. The one that really works.
bump cure. But only.

Other companies have tried to come up with a razor

(North American Philips CorporationJ has succeeded.

d. Razor bumps go away and stay away as proven in tests at a leading black university.

e. In a study conducted at a leading black university, black men suffering from razor
Black Pro Rotary Razor in daily shaving.
f. These unretouched photos prove that after shaving for six weeks with the.
Black
Pro , your skin can be free of razor bumps.
bumps tested the.

PAR. 11. Through the use ofthe advertisements referred to in Paragraphs Eight and Nine , and other advertisements not specifically set

forth herein , respondents have represented and now represent , directly or by implication , that:

a. Use of the Black Pro shaver wil cure the condition of razor
bumps.
b. Tests conducted at a leading black university prove that the

Black Pro shaver will cure the condition of razor bumps.
c. The photographic demonstration depicted constitutes proof that
the Black Pro shaver wil cure the condition of razor bumps.
d. The effcacy of the Black Pro has been tested in a

daily

shaving

regimen.
PAR. 12. In truth and in

fact:

a. Use of the Black Pro shaver wil not cure the condition of razor
bumps.

b. Tests conducted at a leading black university do not prove that
the Black Pro shaver wil cure the condition of razor bumps.

c. The photographic demonstration depicted does not constitute

proof that the Black Pro shaver wil cure the condition of razor

bumps.

d. The effcacy of the Black Pro has not been tested in a

daily

shaving regimen.

Therefore, the advertisements referred to in Paragraphs Eight and
Nine were and are misleading in material respects, and constituted
and now constitute false advertisements , and the representations set

forth in Paragraph Eleven were and are false , deceptive or unfair.
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PAR. 13. Through the use of the advertisements referred to in Para-

graphs Eight and Nine , and other advertisements not specifically set
forth herein , respondents have represented and now represent , directly or by implication , that:

a. The Black Pro is effective in the treatment of razor bumps.
b. In six weeks , the typical user of the Black Pro wil see his razor
bumps disappear.
PAR. 14. At the time

respondents made the representations alleged

in Paragraphs Eleven and Thirteen , respondents did not possess and
rely on a reasonable basis for making such representations. Therefore , respondents ' making and dissemination of said representations
as alleged , constituted and now constitute unfair or deceptive acts or
practices.
PAR. 15. Through the use of the advertisements referred to in Paragraphs Eight and Nine , and other advertisements not specifically set
forth herein , respondents have represented and now represent , directly or by implication , that they possessed and relied upon a reasonable
basis for the representations set forth in Paragraphs Eleven and Thirteen at the time ofthe representations ' initial dissemination and each
subsequent dissemination. In truth and in fact , respondents did not
possess and rely on a reasonable basis for making such representations. Therefore , respondents ' making and dissemination of said representations , as alleged , constituted and now constitute unfair or
deceptive acts or practices.
PAR. 16. Respondents ' use ofthe aforesaid deceptive or unfair state-

ments and representations and the dissemination of the aforesaid

false advertisements has had , and now has , the capacity and tendency
to mislead members of the consuming public into the erroneous and

mistaken belief that such statements and representations are true
and into the purchase of substantial quantities of Black Pro shavers
sold by respondent North American Philips Corporation by reason of
such erroneous and mistaken belie!:
PAR. 17. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , as herein

alleged , including the dissemination of the aforesaid false advertise-

ments, were and are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and
of respondents ' competitors, and constituted , and now constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices and unfair methods of competition

in or affecting commerce , in violation of Sections 5 and 12 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended.

.,-..
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DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of
certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption

hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a
copy ofa draft of complaint which the Bureau of Consumer Protection
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and
which , if issued by the Commission , would charge respondent with
violations of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and

The respondent and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order , an admission by
the respondent of all the jurisdictionaI facts set forth in the aforesaid
draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of such agreement is

for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by
respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in such com-

plaint , and waivers and other provisions as required by the Commission Rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and hav-

ing determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent has
violated the said Act , and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days , and having duly considered the comments fied thereafter by interested persons pursuant to Section 2.
of its Rules, now in further conformity with the procedure prescribed
in Section 2. 34 of its Rules , the Commission hereby issues its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional findings , and enters the
following order:

1. Respondent North American Philips Corporation is a corporation , organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue ofthe
laws of the State of Delaware, with its executive offce and principal
place of business located at 100 East 42nd Street , New York , New
York.

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
ORDER
Part I

That respondent North American Philips Corporation.
It is ordered,
its successors and assigns, and its offcers , representatives, agents and
employees , directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division
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or other device, in connection with the advertising, offering for sale
sale or distribution of any electric shaver or any drug or device, as
drug " and " device " are defined in Section 15 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act, in or affecting commerce, as " commerce " is defined
in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist
from:

1. Making any statement or representation, directly or by implica-

tion , that use of the Black Pro shaver , or any other electric shaver or
other drug or device , wil cure the condition of pseudofollculitis barbae (hereinafter sometimes referred to as " razor bumps
2. Making any statement or representation , directly or by implica-

tion, that tests, studies or demonstrations prove or constitute proof
that use ofthe Black Pro shaver , or any other electric shaver or other
drug or device, wil cure the condition of
('I razor

pseudofolliculitis barbae

bumps
Part II

It is further ordered That respondent North American Philips Corporation, its successors and assigns, and its offcers, representatives.
agents and employees , directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division or other device , in connection with the advertising, offering for sale , sale or distribution of any electric shaver or any drug or
device , as " drug " and " device " are defined in Section 15 ofthe Federal
Trade Commission Act, in or affecting commerce , as I' commerce " is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and
desist from:

1. Making any statement or representation , directly or by implication , that use of the Black Pro shaver , or any other electric shaver or
other drug or device , by persons afIicted with " razor bumps " wil

reduce or minimize that condition or is effcacious for the treatment
of " razor bumps , unless at the time of each dissemination of such
statement or representation respondent possesses and relies upon
competent and reliable scientific or medical evidence as a reasonable
basis for such statement or representation. Competent and reliable
scientific or medical evidence shall be defined as evidence in the form

of at least two well-controlled clinical studies which conform to acceptable designs and protocols and are conducted by different persons
independently of each other. Such persons shall be qualified by training and experience to treat " razor bumps " and to conduct the aforementioned studies.
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Part III
product
For purposes of Part IV and Part V of this order , the term
shall be defined as follows: electric and cordless shavers , microwave
ovens and toaster ovens.

Part IV
It is further ordered That respondent North American Philips Corporation , its successors and assigns, and its ofIicers , representatives,
agents and employees, directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with the advertising, offering for sale , sale or distribution of any " product" as defined in Part
III of this order , in or affecting commerce , as commerce is defined
in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist
from:
1. Making any statement or representation , directly or by implication , concerning the performance , or any other characteristic , fea-

ture , attribute or benefit of any product unless respondent possesses
and relies upon a reasonable basis for such statement or representation at the time of its initial dissemination and each subsequent dissemination. Such reasonable basis shall consist of competent and
reliable evidence which substantiates such statement or representation.

2. Advertising any product by referring to or presenting evidence
including a test , survey, experiment , demonstration , study or report

or the results thereof, which evidence is represented, directly or by
implication , as supporting, showing or proving the existence or nature of any fact or feature respecting such product when such evidence does not support , show or prove such fact or feature.
3. Making any statement or representation , directly or by implica-

tion , by reference to a test , survey, experiment , demonstration , study
or report , unless such work has been designed, executed , and analyzed
in a competent and reliable scientific manner and unless its purpose
content , validity, reliability, results , or the conclusions which may be
drawn therefrom , are fairly and accurately represented.

Part V
It is further ordered That respondent North American Philips Corporation , its successors and assigns, and its offcers , representatives
agents and employees , directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device , in connection with the advertising,

offering for sale , sale or distribution of any product , as defined in Part
III
of this
order , in or affecting commerce , as H commerce " is defined
in the Federal Trade Commission Act , shall maintain written records:
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1. Of all materials relied upon in making any claim or representation covered by this order.
2. Of all test reports , studies , surveys or demonstrations in its
possession that contradict , qualify, or call into question the basis upon
which respondent relied at the time of the initial dissemination and
each continuing or successive dissemination of any claim or representation covered by this order.

Such records shall be retained by respondent for a period of three
years from the date respondent' s advertisements , sales materials
promotional materials , or post purchase materials making such claim

or representation were last disseminated. Such records will be made

available to the Commission staff for inspection upon reasonable notice.

Part VI

It is further ordered That respondent shall forthwith , relative to
the products specified in Part II ,

distribute a copy of this order to

each of its concerned operating divisions and to each of its offcers
agents , representatives or employees who are engaged in the preparation and placement of advertisements or other sales materials concerning said products.

Part VII
It is further ordered

That respondent notify the Commission at

least thirty (30) days prior to the effective date of any proposed change

in the corporate respondent such as dissolution , assignment or sale
resulting in the emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or
dissolution of subsidiaries , or any other change in the corporation
which may affect compliance obligations arising out of this order.

Part VIII

It is further ordered That respondent shall , within sixty (60) days
after this order becomes final , fie with the Commission a report in
writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has
complied with the order.
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IN THE MATTER OF

MCCAFFREY AND MCCALL , INC.
CONSENT ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SECS. 5 AND 12
OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket C-3106. Complaint

March

1983-Decision , March

, 1983

This consent order requires a New York City advertising agency, among other things
to cease misrepresenting in advertisements that the Black Pro Shaver or any other
drug or device wil cure or minimize " razor bumps. " The company is required to
have a reasonable basis for advertising representations relating to the effcacy,
performance or benefit of any drug, device or other product; barred from making
statements which are inconsistent with reliable scientific or medical evidence; and
prohibited from misrepresenting the extent or results of product testing. The order
also requires that the company maintain specific records for a period of three years
and provide its sales and advertising personnel with a copy of the order.

Appearances
Mitchell Paul

For the Commission:

For the respondent:
banoff,

and

Grace Polk Stern.

Arthur M Klebanoff, Janklow, Traum

Kle-

New York City.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of
certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption

hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau of Consumer Protection
proposed to present to the

Commission for its consideration and

which , if issued by the Commission , would charge respondent with
violations of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondent and counsel for the Commission having thereafter

executed an agreement containing a consent order , an admission by
the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid
draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of such agreement is

for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by
respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in such complaint , and waivers and other provisions as required by the Commission s Rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and hav-

ing determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent has
Complaint previously published at 101 F, C 359.
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violated the said Act , and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days , and having duly considered the comments fied thereafter by interested persons pursuant to Section 2.
of its Rules , now in further conformity with the procedure prescribed
in Section 2. 34 of its Rules , the Commission hereby issues its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional findings , and enters the
following order:

1. Respondent McCaffrey and McCall , Inc. , is a corporation , organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of New York with its executive offce and principal place of
business at 575 Lexington Avenue , New York , New York.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
ORDER
Part I
It is ordered That respondent McCaffrey and McCall , Inc. ,

its

successors and assigns , and its officers, representatives , agents and
employees , directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division
or other device, in connection with the advertising, offering for sale
sale or distribution of any electric shaver or any drug or device, as
drug " and " device " are defined in Section 15 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act , in or affecting commerce , as commerce is defined
in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist
from:
1. Making any statement or representation , directly or by implication , that use ofthe Black Pro shaver , or any other electric shaver or
other drug or device, wil cure the condition of pseudofolliculitis barbae (hereinafter sometimes referred to as H razor bumps
2. Making any statement or representation , directly or by implication , that tests, studies or demonstrations prove or constitute proof
that use ofthe Black Pro shaver , or any other electric shaver or other
drug or device , wil cure the condition of pseudofollculiis barbae

razor bumps
Part II

It is further ordered That respondent McCaffrey and McCall , Inc.
its successors and assigns , and its offcers , representatives , agents and

, ..,,-.
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employees , directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division
or other device ,

in connection with the advertising, offering for sale,
sale or distribution of any electric shaver or any drug or device , as
drug " and " device " are defined in Section 15 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act ,

in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined
in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist
from:

1. Making any statement or representation , directly or by implication , that use of the Black Pro shaver, or any other electric shaver or
other drug or device , by persons afficted with " razor bumps " wil
reduce or minimize that condition or is effcacious for the treatment
of !! razor bumps , unless at the time of each dissemination of such
statement or representation respondent possesses and relies upon

competent and reliable scientific or medical evidence as a reasonable
basis for such statement or representation. Competent and reliable
scientific or medical evidence shall be defined as evidence in the form
of at least two well-controlled clinical studies which conform to acceptable designs and protocols and are conducted by different persons
independently of each other. Such persons shall be qualified by training and experience to treat \\ razor bumps " and to conduct the afore
mentioned studies.
Part III

For purposes of Part IV and Part V ofthis order , the term
product
shall be defined as follows: electric and cordless shavers , microwave

ovens and toaster ovens.

Part IV
It is further ordered That respondent McCaffrey and McCall , Inc.
its successors and assigns, and its offcers , representatives , agents and
employees, directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division
or other device , in connection with the advertising, offering for sale
sale or distribution of any " product" as defined in Part II of this
order , in or affecting commerce , as !! commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Making any statement or representation , directly or by implication , concerning the performance , or any other characteristic , feature , attribute or benefit of any product unless respondent possesses
and relies upon a reasonable basis for such statement or representa-

tion at the time of its initial dissemination and each subsequent dissemination. Such reasonable basis shall consist of competent and
reliable evidence which substantiates such statement or representation.
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2. Advertising any product by referring to or presenting evidence
including a test, survey, experiment , demonstration , study or report

or the results thereof, which evidence is represented, directly or by

implication , as supporting, showing or proving the existence or nature of any fact or feature respecting such product when such evidence does not support , show or prove such fact or feature.
3. Making any statement or representation , directly or by implication , by reference to a test , survey, experiment , demonstration , study
or report , unless such work has been designed , executed , and analyzed
in a competent and reliable scientific manner and unless its purpose
content , validity, reliability, results, or the conclusions which may be
drawn therefrom , are fairly and accurately represented.

Part V
It is further ordered That respondent McCaffrey and McCall , Inc.
its successors and assigns, and its offcers, representatives , agents and
employees , directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division
or other device, in connection with the advertising, offering for sale
sale or distribution of any product , as defined in Part III ofthis order
in or affecting commerce , as Ot commerce " is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act, shall maintain written records:
1. Of all materials relied upon in making any claim or representation covered by this order.
2. Of all test reports , studies , surveys or demonstrations in its
possession that contradict , quali(\" or call into question the basis upon
which respondent relied at the time of the initial dissemination and
each continuing or successive dissemination of any claim or representation covered by this order.

Such records shall be retained by respondent for a period of three
years from the date respondent' s

advertisements , sales materials
or post purchase materials making such claim
or representation were last disseminated. Such records wil be made
available to the Commission staff for inspection upon reasonable nopromotional materials ,

tice.

Part VI
It is further ordered That respondent shall forthwith distribute a
copy ofthis order to each of its operating divisions and to each of its
offcers, agents , representatives or employees who are engaged in the
preparation and placement of advertisements or other product-relat-

ed sales materials.
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Part VII
It is further ordered,

That respondent notify the Commission at

least thirty (30) days prior to the effective date of any proposed change

in the corporate respondent such as dissolution, assignment or sale
resulting in the emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or
dissolution of subsidiaries , or any other change in the corporation
which may affect compliance obligations arising out of this order.

Part VIII

It is further ordered That respondent shall , within sixty (60) days
after this order becomes final , fie with the Commission a report in
writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has
complied with the order.
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IN THE MATTER OF

s. PIONEER ELECTRONICS CORP.
MODIFYING ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC. 5 OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Doket C-2755. Consent Order,

Oct.

1975-Modifying Order, March

, 1983

This order reopens the proceeding and modifies the Commission s order issued on Oct.
1975 (86 F. C. 1002), by modifying Paragraph 1(11), so as to allow the company
to impose non-discriminatory standards on the kind

of retailers

its distributors and

dealers can serve.

ORDER MODIFYING DECISION AND ORDER

The Commission on November 5 , 1982 having reopened the order
and issued an order against respondent to show cause why the consent
order to cease and desist entered on October 24 , 1975 should not be
modified as set forth therein; and respondent thereafter having answered that it has no objection to modification of the consent order

as set forth in the order to show cause;
Accordingly,
it is ordered
that Paragraph 1(11)
matter is modified to read:

of the order in this

Preventing or prohibiting any independent dealer or distributor
from resellng his products to any person or group of persons , business
or class of businesses , except as expressly provided herein. This order
shall not prohibit respondent from establishing lawful , reasonable
and nondiscriminatory minimum standards for its dealers , including
standards that relate to promotion and store display, demonstration
inventory levels , service and repair , volume requirements and finan-

cial stability nor shall this order prohibit respondent from requiring
its dealers who sell respondent' s products for resale to make such
sales only to dealers who maintain such minimum standards.

" ("
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IN THE MATTER OF

OCCIDENTAL PETROLEUM CORPORATION , ET AL.
MODIFYING ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC. 5 OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Doket C-2492. Consent Order,

March

1974-Modifying Order,

March

, 1983

This order reopens the proceeding and modifies the Commission s order issued on
March 18 , 1974 (83 F. C. 1374) The modification deletes the order s " fencingprovision , including the requirement that prohibited Occidental from preparing

statistical data comparing its purchases from a company to its sales to that company, and vacates the order in its entirety 10 years after its March 1974 issue date.
REOPENING AND VACATING IN PART AND MODIFYING IN PART
ORDER ISSUED MARCH 18 , 1974

On November 8 , 1982 , respondent Occidental Petroleum Corporation (" Occidental" ) fied a " Request To Reopen And Vacate Or Modify
Consent Order Petition ), pursuant to Section 5(b) of the Federal
Trade Commission Act , 15 U. C. 45(b) and Section 2. 51 of the Commission s Rules of Practice. The Petition asks the Commission to
reopen the consent order , issued on March 18 1974 ("the Order ), and

either: vacate the Order in its entirety; modify to limit the duration
to a ten- year period; or modify " to bring it in line with current case
law and enforcement attitudes.
Section 5(b) of the Federal Trade Commission Act provides that the
Commission shall reopen an order at the request ofa respondent upon

a " satisfactory showing that changed conditions of law or fact require " modification. In addition , Section 5(b) provides that the Commission has discretion to modify orders whenever , in its opinion , the
public interest requires.

After reviewing respondent' s Petition , the Commission has concluded that respondent has not made a satisfactory showing that

changed conditions of law or fact have occurred that require the

modification or vacation ofthe Order. However , the Commission has
determined that the public interest warrants modifying the pending

Order in two respects.
First , a number
of the
Order s provisions are aimed at !! fencingrespondent's future conduct.
See FTCv. National Lead
Co. , 352 U.
419 (1957). Although some of these provisions may have been justified

at the time the Order was initially approved , their continued existence unnecessarily inhibits respondent from engaging in conduct
which , in and of itself, is innocuous and may, in certain circum-
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stances, be procompetitive. In addition , there no longer appears to be
any need for continuing the " fencing- " provisions of the Order. No
adverse comments were received indicating any special need to retain
them and the Commission has no reason to believe that the Order has

or is being violated in any respect.
These same arguments support vacating the remaining provisions
ofthe Order at the end of a ten year period. In certain cases, perpetual
conduct orders are appropriate in order to insure that violations of
Commission orders are subject to civil penalties rather than forcing
However , we have
ab initio.
the Commission to initiate proceedings
no evidence in this record that would support retaining the provisions
of this Order in perpetuity.
Accordingly,

it is ordered

that Paragraphs 1(D, (g), (h) and II of this

Order be vacated at this time and the remaining provisions be vacated
ten years from date of their initial entry,

March 18 , 1974.

Commissioner Bailey voted in the affrmative as to elimination of
the fencing- in provisions and in the negative as to sunsetting the

Order. Commissioner Pertschuk voted in the negative.
DISSENTING STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER PERTSCHUK

I agree that the broad " fencing- " provisions in the order are no
longer necessary and should be narrowed to prohibit only anticompetitive reciprocal dealing. The Commission goes further , however , by
terminating the order completely after ten years.
Our general policy in the past has been to issue perpetual conduct
orders as to conduct which actually violates Section 5 unless there are
persuasive reasons to create an exception. Here , however , the Commission appears to reverse that presumption by requiring " evidence
in this record" supporting a perpetual order. It is not clear that the
Commission is making a change in policy for future cases, but , in any
event , I dissent from the result in this case.
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IN THE MATTER OF

STERLING DRUG, INC. , ET AL.
MODIFYING ORDER, ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC. 5
OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket

8899.

Final Order,

Oct.

1974-Modifying Order,

March

, 1983

This order reopens the proceeding and modifies the Commission s order issued on Oct.
make claims
that
1974 (84 F. C. 547). The modified order permits respondents to

environmental surfaces playa significant role in the transmission of viruses and
bacteria associated with colds and that household disinfectants can reduce the
incidence or prevent the spread of colds, if supported by competent and reliable

scientific evidence.

ORDER REOPENING THE PROCEEDING AND
MODIFYING CEASE AND DESIST ORDER

On September 20 , 1982 , Sterling Drug, Inc. and SSC&B , Inc. , respondents in the above-captioned matter , fied a petition pursuant to
Rule 2. 51 ofthe Commission s Rules of Practice to reopen the proceed-

ing and modify the consent order entered therein. By letter dated
January 17 1983 ,

respondents agreed to modify their original proposal.
The consent order , which was issued in 1974 , applies to Lysol or any

other household disinfectant products. Sterling Drug manufactures
and markets. Lysol Brand Disinfectants. SSC&B prepared and dis-

tributed the advertising for Lysol Brand Disinfectants which was
challenged in the complaint. The advertising represented that Lysol

Brand Disinfectants could be used to kil influenza viruses and other
germs and viruses on environmental surfaces and in the air , and that
such use would be of significant medical benefit in reducing the incidence or preventing the spread of colds , influenza , and other upper
respiratory diseases within the home. However , the prevailing view

among scientists at the time the advertising was disseminated was
that airborne germs and viruses were the known cause of most colds

influenza, and other upper respiratory diseases , that germs and
viruses on environmental surfaces did not playa significant role in
the transmission of colds , influenza , and other upper respiratory dis-

eases, and that Lysol Brand Disinfectants would not be of medical

benefit in reducing the incidence or preventing the spread of these
diseases. Consequently, paragraphs LA and LB of the consent order
prohibited the following claims:
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A. environmental surfaces playa significant role in the transmission of viruses or
bacteria associated with influenza , colds , or streptococcal throat infection;
B. use of any household disinfectant product wil be of medical benefit in reducing
the incidence or preventing the spread of influenza , colds , or streptococcal throat
infection.

In their petition , respondents allege that there has been a dramatic
change in scientific opinion since the order was issued in 1974 with

respect to the manner in which colds are transmitted. Consequently,
they request a change in those provisions of paragraphs LA. and LB.

of the order which relate to colds. The request , as set forth in the
letter of January 17 , 1983 , is that those paragraphs be changed to
prohibit the following claims:

A. 1. environmental surfaces playa significant role in the transmission of viruses or bacteria associated with influenza or streptococcal
throat infection;

2. environmental surfaces playa significant role in the transmission of viruses or bacteria associated with colds unless respondent(sJ
making such representation has (haveJ and relies (relyJ on competent

and reliable scientific evidence that environmental surfaces playa

significant role in the transmission of viruses or bacteria associated
with colds;
3. it has been established that environmental surfaces playa significant role in the transmission of viruses or bacteria lassociated with
colds , unless such representation is true.

E. 1. use of any household disinfectant product wil be of medical
benefit in reducing the incidence or preventing the spread of in flu enza or streptococcal throat infection;

2. use of any household disinfectant product wil be of medical
benefit in reducing the incidence or preventing the spread of colds

unless respondent(sJ making such representation has (haveJ and relies (relyJ on competent and reliable scientific evidence that such use

wil be of medical benefit in reducing the incidence or preventing the
spread of colds;

3. it has been established that use of any household disinfectant

product wil be of medical benefit in reducing the incidence or preventing the spread of colds , unless such representation is true.
Respondents presented impressive evidence indicating that most
scientists no longer believe that " airborne germs and viruses are the
known cause of most colds " as paragraph 9 ofthe complaint fied in
I The order also contains certin other provisions discussd below
2 In their petition, respondents also requested a change in order provisions relating to infuenza and strepto occal
throat infection. However , by letter dated , January 17 , 1983, they modified their request. As modified, the request
does not seek a change in the existing prohibitions on claims relating to the role of eovironmeutal surfaces in the
transmission of these diseases or the use of household disinfectants in reduciug the incidence of preventing the
spread ofthes diseases.

g,
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this matter indicates they did in 1974.

Rather, there is mounting

scientific evidence that , at least for rhinoviruses (which are the major

cause of colds in adults), hand contamination with virus and subsequent self- inocuJation with the virus may be a more important route
of infection than the airborne route. 4 Similar findings have been
made for respiratory syncytial virus, the major cause of colds in children.
The evidence indicates that hands can become contaminated with
virus in two ways- through contact with viruses on the skin ofanother person or through contact with viruses which have survived on
environmental surfaces. Evidence has been presented which indicates
that rhinoviruses can survive for as long as three or four days on

environmentaJ surfaces , and respiratory syncytial viruses for as long
as six hours. The evidence indicates that most scientists are no longer
germs
and viruses on environmental surfaces do not
certain that
playa significant role in the transmission of colds " although paragraph 9 of the complaint indicates they did believe this proposition in
1974. Furthermore , while there is certainly controversy on the subject , some eminent scientists have taken the affrmative position that
environmental surfaces probably do play some role in the transmission of colds. Finally, while some scientists stil support the statement set forth in paragraph 9 ofthe complaint that disinfectants " wil

not be of significant medical benefit in reducing the incidence or
preventing the spread of colds, " some eminent scientists have said
that the use of disinfectants may be of benefit.
Thus , we are presented with a change in scientific opinion with
respect to issues on which the complaint and order in this matter were
based. Most of these issues are now controversial , and there are reputable scientists on both sides of the controversy. We believe that an
absolute ban on claims for which there may be reputable scientific

support is inappropriate. On the other hand , we believe that such
claims must not be made in such a way that they assert or imply that
the propositions in question have been established to the satisfaction
ofthe scientific community, unless such is the case. 8 Consequently, we
1 See, Sterling DrUJ, Inc. 84 F. C. 547 , 551 (1974).

i Indeed, the evidence indicate that experimenters have heen unable to demonstrate that it is possible to
transmit a rhinovirus cold via the airborne route.
584 F. c. at 551.
See, e. letter of December 2, 1982 to Ernst Zander , M. D. from R. Gordon Douglas , Jr. , M. D., Professor and
Chairman , Department of Medicine , New York Hospital-Comell Medical Center; letter of Jan. 7 , 1983 to Ernst
Zander , M. , from Robert 8. Couch, M. , Professor of Microbiology ard Immunology and Medicine, Baylor
College of Medicine, It should be noted that Doetors Douglas and Couch were both designated by compJaint counl

scheduled in 1973 for this matter. (Neither testified since the matter was settled before
traL) Both have obviously changed their opinjo!1s on the relevant js:mes since that time.
as witnesss in the trial

71d.

modified No. 81- 2920 (3rd Cir- Dee.
8918 (Sept. 9, 1981),
See, e. , American Home Product. Corporation
cert.
No.tiorlo./ Commission on Egg Nu.trition. 88 F. C. 89 (1976),modified, 570 F. 2d 157 (7th Cir. 1977),
denied 439 U,S. 821 (J978).
, 1982);

, p.
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have modified the order to allow claims that environmental surfaces
playa significant role in the transmission of viruses or bacteria associated with colds to be made if they are supported by competent and

reliable scientific evidence. Similarly, we have modified the order to

allow claims that the use of a household disinfectant wil be of medical
benefit in reducing the incidence or preventing the spread of colds to
be made if they are supported by competent and reliable scientific
evidence. However , claims that either of these propositions have been
established can only be made if it is true that the propositions have
been established.

respondents have
requested that we modify section I.D. of the order " for uniformity of
language " with sections LA. and I.B. , as modified. Paragraph D , as
presently written , prohibits any representation that
In addition

, in the letter of January 17 ,

1983 ,

D. use of any household disinfectant product kills germs associated with disease(s),
unless such representation express1y mentions the narners) ufthe disease(sJ; the representation is true; and respondent(s) making such representation has (have) competent
and reliable scientific evidence that such use reduces the incidence or prevents the
spread of the named disease(

sl

The change requires that a respondent can only make the claims

competent and reliable
relies on
listed in paragraph I.D. if it has and
scientific evidence for the claims. We believe this is a desirable change

which wil clarify the meaning of paragraph I.D. of the order.
Finally, respondents requested in their petition that paragraph I.E.
of the order be modified to eliminate the requirement that any representation that " use of any household disinfectant kils viruses associated with influenza , colds, streptococcal infection , staphyloccal
infection , or other respiratory diseases " must be accompanied by a
statement that " there is no evidence that the product portrayed wil
protect the family against flu or strep throat. " (This request is unchanged by the letter of January 17, 1983). Respondents point out that
paragraph I.D. of the order guarantees that no representation that a

product kils cold viruses will be made unless there is scientific evidence that the product is of benefit in preventing the spread or reducing the incidence of

colds. Respondents contend that " (sJuch

a

colds
would be conwell- founded and substantiated statement about
fused , not clarified , by a disclaimer directed to other more serious
diseases, " and that the existing I.E. " would impose an unwarranted
and confusing burden upon valid and useful statements reflecting the
new scientific knowledge and opinion on colds. " Petition 20. We
agree that the disclosure required by I.E. is not necessary in advertise-

ments relating only to colds. Consequently, we have modified I. E.
as to delete this requirement.

so

---- ----. - ---- - , --. -- , -- --
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It is therefore ordered That the proceeding is hereby reopened and
the Decision and Order issued October 1 , 1974 in Docket No. 8899 is
hereby modified to read as follows:
ORDER

It is ordered That respondents Sterling Drug Inc. , a corporation
and SSC&B , Inc. , a corporation , their successors and assigns and their

offcers, agents , representatives and employees , directly or through
any corporation , subsidiary, division, or other device , in connection
with the advertising, offering for sale, sale or distribution of Lysol
Brand Products or any household disinfectant product , shall forth-

with cease and desist from representing, directly or by implication
that:
A. 1. environmental surfaces playa significant role in the transmission of viruses or bacteria associated with influenza or streptococcal
throat infection;
2. environmental surfaces playa significant role in the transmission of viruses or bacteria associated with colds unless respondent(s)
making such representation has (haveJ and relies (relyJ on competent
and reliable scientific evidence that environmental surfaces playa

significant role in the transmission of viruses or bacteria associated
with colds;
3. it has been established that environmental surfaces playa significant role in the transmission of viruses or bacteria associated with

colds, unless such representation is true.
B. 1. use of any household disinfectant product will be of medical
benefit in reducing the incidence or preventing the spread of in flu enza or streptococcal throat infection;

2. use of any household disinfectant product wil be of medical
benefi in reducing the incidence or preventing the spread of colds

unless respondent(s) making such representation has (haveJ and relies (relyJ on competent and reliable scientific evidence that such use

wil be of medical benefit in redncing the incidence or preventing the
spread of colds.

3. it has been established that use of any household disinfectant

product wil be of medical benefit in reducing the incidence or preventing the spread of colds , unless such representation is true.
C. use of any household disinfectant product kils airborne viruses
or bacteria associated with influenza , colds , streptococcal throat infecthat nothing in this
tion , or other upper respiratory disease provided,
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subparagraph shall be construed to otherwise restrain demonstrations of aerosol products as room deodorizers or air fresheners;

D. use of any household disinfectant product kils germs associated
with disease(sJ, unless such representation expressly mentions the
name(s) ofthe disease(sJ; the representation is true; and respondent(s)
making such representation has (have) and relies (rely J on competent

and reliable scientific evidence that such use reduces the incidence or

prevents the spread of the named disease(sJ;
E. use of any household disinfectant product kils viruses or bacteria associated with influenza , streptococcal infection , staphylococcal infection , or other upper respiratory diseases other than colds,

unless the advertisement in which such representation appears clear-

discloses that there is no evidence that the
product portrayed wil protect the family against flu or strep throat

ly and conspicuously

provided,

that nothing in this subparagraph shall be construed to

apply to a representation that Lysol Brand Disinfectants kil bacteria
which cause streptococcal or staphylococcal skin infections.

It is further ordered That nothing herein contained shall be construed to require any alteration of, or deletion from the labeling of
any of Sterling s household disinfectant products oflegends , claims or
information heretofore specifically accepted by the Environmental
Protection Agency or its predecessor agency pursuant to the Federal

Insecticide , Fungicide and Rodenticide Acts, as amended ,
135 ,

7 U .

et seq.

It is further ordered That respondents notify the Commission at
least 30 days prior to any proposed change in the corporate respondent such as dissolution , assignment , or sale resulting in the emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of

subsidiaries , or any other change in the corporation which may affect
compliance obligations arising out of this order.
It is further ordered That respondents forthwith distribute a copy
ofthis order to each of its operating divisions or subsidiaries involved
in the advertising, promotion , distribution or sale of Lysol Brand
Disinfectants.
It is further ordered That the foregoing modification shall become
effective upon service of this order.
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SEPARATE STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN JAMES C. MILLER III
I concur in the Commission

s unanimous decision to modify the

existing order in this matter and require a reasonable basis for Sterling s advertising claims for Lysol. Sterling wil now be permitted to
make truthful claims , subject to proper substantiation , that environmental surfaces can playa significant role in transmitting colds and
that using a household disinfectant may reduce the incidence or prevent the spread of colds.

Sterling has presented to the Commission a significant amount of
new scientific evidence on how cold viruses are spread. This evidence

represents a change in the facts underlying the original order and
forms the justification for the current modification. In 1974 , when the
Commission issued the original order , the prevailing view in the scien-

tific community was that airborne germs and viruses were the primary cause of colds. Accordingly, the Commission prohibited any
claims that environmental surfaces playa significant role in transmitting colds ,

and that using household disinfectants such as Lysol
can help prevent colds.
Sterling s detailed petition indicates that , contrary to the Commission s premise in bringing this case , there is a substantial body of

reputable scientific evidence indicating that environmental surfaces
playa significant role in spreading colds. Indeed , at least two ofthe
three experts on whom the Commission relied in bringing the case
now support Sterling s position. Moreover , no one disputes that Lysol
effectively cleans environmental surfaces. Although Sterling s evidence does not show , nor have they claimed ,

that spraying Lysol

absolutely prevents colds ,

this should not preclude Sterling from making properly qualified , substantiated effcacy claims.
In moving from a total prohibition of certain claims to allowing
those for which there is a reasonable basis , I believe the Commission
is recognizing that Sterling currently has a reasonable basis for making some advertising claims concerning the product' s effectiveness. If
a majority of the Commission did not agree with this , it would have
been more appropriate to deny the order modification. Of course , the

Commission has not seen any specific advertising claims , and we wil

scrutinize any Sterling claim to be certain it is substantiated.
As with most medical and many other types of claims , absolute
certainty is not feasible. The proper role of the Federal Trade Com-

mission is not to ban all claims unless they can be shown to be true
beyond a shadow of a doubt ! but to weigh the costs and benefits of
, As the Commi98ion indicated inPfzer 81 F,

C. 23 , 64 (1972), the amount of testing necessary to support a

claim depends on the circumstances, including the type of claims , the cost of obtaining the supporting evidence,
and the pos.ible consequences of a false claim- Particularly given Commissioner Pertchuk' s description of the
testing procedure here, obtaining empirical evidence of absolute proof of effcacy would be far more costly than
the attendant risks and benefits warrant
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allowing or banning the dissemination of information about which
some uncertainty may exist. Here , if the Commission allows claims

for which there is a reasonable basis and they are later determined
to be false , consumers are injured only to the extent of the cost oftheir
Lysol purchases. 2 If the Commission bans the claims and they turn
out to be
true consumers will be prevented from learning of an effective method to reduce the incidence and spread of colds, America

most prevalent disease.
Sterling has made a strong showing that its theory of how colds are

spread is valid , and that the Commission s theory in bringing this case
is not. Sterling has also provided evidence that Lysol kils cold viruses.
Therefore , Sterling should be permitted to make adequately substantiated claims at least on these two points. Prohibiting such claims , as
Commissioner Pertschuk apparently prefers (although he supported
the change) would not strengthen the advertising substantiation doc-

trine. It would instead deprive consumers of valuable , truthful information.
SEPARATE STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER MICHAEL PERTSCHUK

Sterling wants out of a 1974 consent order which prohibits it from
claiming that spray Lysol can prevent colds. It says that it now has
proof that , contrary to prior scientific understanding, cold viruses can
be picked up from environmental surfaces and that Lysol can help

prevent colds by kiling surface viruses. It now seeks to modify the
order to permit it to claim that Lysol can help prevent colds.

I have reluctantly voted in favor of the order modification , simply
because the only alternative under consideration by a majority of the
Commission would have eroded the advertising substantiation doc-

trine even further. At the very least , Sterling is cautioned by the
Commission letter accompanying the modified order that the modification in no way indicates that Sterling in fact presently has a " reasonable basis " for any claim , express or implied , that Lysol actually
prevents colds.
The Commission s concern (however mildly expressed in the letter)

is well- founded. The primary piece of evidence which Sterling cites is

a study, partly funded by Sterling, conducted by two eminent scientists at the University of Virginia. They directed volunteers with colds
to blow their noSes on their hands and wipe them on some plastic tiles.

Ten minutes later , some tiles were given a three second shot ofLysol;
others were not. After fifteen minutes , healthy volunteers were directed to rub their fingers on the tiles , and then pick their noses and
rub their eyes. Lo and behold , about half of the healthy volunteers
, Because the product haR other values, the expenditures wi! not be totally wasted for many consumers.
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touching the untreated tiles got colds; fewer got colds from touching
the tiles that had been sprayed with Lysol , although the results were
not statistically significant.
Largely on the basis of this laboratory evidence , demonstrating

simply that Lysol kiled cold viruses on surfaces that otherwise might
be transmitted to people ,

at least some scientists are now of the opin-

ion that Lysol " may " be of value in reducing colds in the home environment , on the logical assumption that a reduction in the number
of viruses wil lead to a reduction in colds. Most scientists , however
remain skeptical. They note that , while Lysol might work in
theory,

that in fact it does-and reason to think it
there s just no
proof
doesn t. Laboratory results might well be meaningless in the home
environment, which is, of course, the only environment consumers
care about. (After all , any family that duplicates the bizarre laboratory procedure described above in its own home needs more than a shot
ofLysol to solve its problems.) Practical constraints that exist in home

environments limit the applicability of the findings. For example
household surfaces are continually being re-infected. Many surfaces
which harbor viruses-like skin and clothing
t be safely
sprayed. And perhaps more fundamentally, scientists just don t know
the

significance

of the role of surface contamination. Assigning

a

family member the chore of spraying doorknobs and telephones every
ten minutes just isn t likely to be of much help when other sources of
cold viruses- such as direct contact with people with colds-may be
even more likely to cause colds.
The modified order would require Sterling to prove that an unqualified medical effcacy claim , such as " Lysol reduces the incidence of
colds, " is in fact recognized by the scientific community to be an

established fact. The effect of this standard is properly to prohibit
such claims , since it is evident that there is simply no proofthat Lysol

works to reduce colds. All that Sterling has is an unproved theory.
informaNevertheless , apparently motivated by the belief that
all
tion has inherent value, the Commission has modified the Order to

permit Lysol to make certain " qualified" claims , as long as those
claims are supported by " competent and reliable scientific evidence
in other words , a reasonable basis. In my opinion , the only claim for
which Sterling has a reasonable basis goes something like this:
While many scientists disagree , some scientists are of the opinion
that in certain circumstances , Lysol may, with an unknown probabili-

ty, reduce the incidence of colds to an unknown extent in a home
environment."
The mischief with this elegant formulation is that the only claims
which Sterling is actually likely to make in a typical 3D-second televi-

sion ad wil fall far short of giving consumers the complete context
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they need to properly interpret the claim. After all , Sterling isn
interested in making these claims to educate the public to the possible
health hazards of cold viruses harboring on doorknobs and countertops. It wants to make them to sell more Lysol.

Simply put , any " qualified" claim Sterling is likely to make by
permission of the revised order must invariably make an implied
claim that Lysol reduces colds-precisely the claim for which Sterling
lacks proof. As a result , such " qualified" claims have a capacity to
mislead which far outweighs their capacity to inform. For that reason
I would have preferred to retain the existing prohibitions on making

even qualified claims. As an alternative, I would have been wiling to
support these modifications with a letter that plainly stated that

Sterling presently does not have a reasonable basis for any claim
express or implied , that Lysol reduces colds.
I would note , however , that even under the modified order , the
burden wil be on Sterling to make sure that their " qualified" claims
do not make an implied claim that Lysol reduces the incidence of
colds. To that end , Sterling would be well-advised , to the extent that

it wishes to avoid making any implied effcacy claims when it makes
the qualified claims permitted by the order modification , to disclose
that Lysol has not been proven to reduce colds in actual home settings.

-----.-- --- . ..-------- --'
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IN THE MATTER OF

THOMPSON MEDICAL COMPANY , INC.
Docket

9149.

Interlocutory Order,

March

, 1983

ORDER ON RESPONDENT S APPLICATION FOR INTERLOCUTORY REVIEW

It has long been the Commission s policy to provide to the respond-

ents in its administrative proceedings copies of all prior statements
Interof complaint counsel' s witnesses , for use in cross-examination.
Ernest Mark High 56 F.
State Builders, Inc. 69 F. C. 1152 (1966);
625 (1959). While the Commission is not bound by the Jencks Act , 18
UB. C. 3500 , or compelled to adhere to its principles , it does look to
court decisions interpreting it for guidance in enforcing its own policy.
USLife Credit Corp. 91 F. C. 984 , 1036-37 (1978).
On April 30 , 1979 , the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure were

amended , effective December 1 , 1980 , to require the production of
Jencks- type " prior statements of allwitnesses (except the defendant)
in criminal trials , on motion of the opposing party. Fed. R.Crim.
26. 2(a), 18 U. C. Rule 26. 2 (1982 Supp. ). On July 5 , 1982 , the trial in
this proceeding began. On July 30 , 1982 , complaint counsel moved for
an order directing respondent to produce Jencks- type statements of
its witnesses , consistent with the amended Rules. The Administrative
Law Judge
CALI" concluded on August 19 , 1982 , that the circumstances ofthis particular case justified an order for the production of
expert
witnesses. On September 15
1982 , respondent applied for review of the order , and on October 21
the ALI certified the review to the Commission under Section 3. 23(b)
of the Commission s Rules of Practice , 16 U. C. 3. 23(b), as involving

such statements by respondent'

a controllng question of policy as to which there is substantial ground
for differences of opinion. The ALI further concluded that immediate
appeal may materially advance the ultimate disposition of the litigation. The trial continued ,

with respondent tendering all required

statements of its expert witnesses , subject to an agreement that this
would not be deemed a waiver of respondent' s rights to pursue its
appeal. On December 17 , 1982 , respondent completed the presentation of its witnesses.
The Commission has determined to grant review of the order because it presents a controllng question of policy on which the Commission has as yet provided no guidance , and there is substantial

ground for differing views. Furthermore, resolution of the question
wil facilitate the ultimate resolution of this case.

In establishing the defendant's right to examine and use in cross-
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examination the prior statements of government witnesses in federal
the Supreme Court emphasized the value of
eyewitness accounts, and particularly contemporaneous eyewitness
accounts , of events in controversy: " Every experienced trial judge and
trial lawyer knows the value for impeaching purposes of statements
criminal prosecutions ,

of the witness recording the events before time dulls treacherous

memory. Jencksv. United States 353 U.s. 657 667 (1956). Similarly,
in upholding a trial judge s order that the report of an investigator for
the defendant be revealed to the prosecution for use in the

crossexamination of the investigator , the Court reasoned that his contemporaneous report of eyewitness ' accounts of an armed robbery " might

provide critical insight into the issues of credibility that the investigator s testimony would raise. United States
v.
Nobles 422 U. S. 225

232 (1975). The Jencks Act and revised Rule 26. 2 were adopted to

clarify and circumscribe the authority ofthe federal judiciary to exercise their inherent power , recognized in the
Jencks
and
Nobles
decisions , to enhance the truth-finding process in criminal proceedings by
ordering the discovery of witnesses '
United States,

prior statements.

Palermo

360 U. S. 343 (1959); Notes of Advisory Committee on

Rules , 18 U. c. Rule 26. 2 (1982 Supp.
The Commission has concluded that it is unnecessary to adopt the
principle of Rule 26. 2 to assure adequate cross-examination of expert

witnesses in its proceedings , even assuming

arguendo

that the need

to uncover prior inconsistent statements of witnesses is as compelling

in such proceedings as it is in criminal trials. The Commission s Rules
of Practice already provide for extensive discovery concerning expert
witnesses. Section 3. 31(b)(4)(i provides that discovery of facts known

and opinions held by expert witnesses may be obtained as follows:
(A)

A party may through interrogatories require any other party to identify each

person whom the other party expects to call as an expert witness at hearing, to state

the subject matter on which the expert is expected to testify, and to state the substance
of the facts and opinions to which the expert is expected to testify and a summary of
the grounds for each opinion.

(B) Upon motion , the Administrative Law Judge may order further discovery by
other means , subject to such restrictions as to scope as the Administrative Law Judge
may deem appropriate.

This section is nearly identical to Rule 26(b)(4) of the Federal

Rules

of Civil Procedure.!
J Rule 26(b)(4) provides

(4) Trial Preparation: Expert- Discovery offacts known and opinions held by expert, otherwise discoverable Under the provisions of subdivision (b)(l) ofthis rule and acquired or developed in anticipation oflitigatioo.
or for trial , may be obtained only as follows:
(A)(i) A party may through interrog-atoritJ5 require any other party to identify each person whom the other
(footnote cont'd)

----..-- -- . -.-------- --.
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There is a division among the courts as to the appropriate scope of
discovery under subsection (b)(4)(a)(ii) of Rule 26 , which is analogous
to subsection 3. 31(b)(4)(i)(B) of the Commission s Rules. It has been
held that in order to obtain " further discovery " beyond interrogatories under this subsection (specifically, in these cases , copies of reports

written by experts), the moving party must show " unique or exceptional circumstances "2 or a H compelling " need for such discovery.
One court has explicitly incorporated into subsection (b)(4)(a)(ii the
substantial need" standard contained in Rule 26(b)(3)-the analog to
Section 3. 31(b)(3) of the Commission s Rules- in considering a discov-

ery request for documents prepared by an expert in anticipation of
litigation. 4 However , the prevailng view is more liberal: further discovery should be granted when a request is reasonably framed to
enable the movant to prepare for effective cross-examination of the
expert or rebuttal. 5
pary expects to call as an expert witness at tral , to state the subject matter on which the expert is expected
to testify, and to state the substance of the facts and opinions to which the expert is expected to testify and
a summary of the grounds for each opinion. (ii) Upon motion , the cour may order further discovery by other
means, subject to such restrictions as to scope and such provisions , pursuant to subdivision (b)(4)(C) of this rule,

concernng fees and expenses as the court may deem appropriate.
v. Beech Aircraft Corp. 57 FRD 202, 205 (N. D. Miss. 1972). The decision here may have tured on
the fact that discovt!ry of the witnesss ' report was requested before discovery under subsection (b)(4)(a)(i) had
been completed- The cour have unifonry agreed that Rule 26 establishes a two-step process for discovery
regarding expert witnesss.
, Shakelfordv. Vermeer Mfg. Co. 93 FRD 512 (W. D. Texas 1982); United States
v. Int l Business Machines Corp. 72 FRD 78 (S.
Y. 1976);Herbstv. Int l Telephone
Telegraph Corp. 65 FRD
528 (D. Conn. 1975);United Stutesv. John R. Piquette Corp. 52 F'
RD 370 , 372 (E.D. Mich. 1971).
United Statesv. 14.'i31
Acres of Land, 54 FRO 359 , 360 (M. D. Pa. 1972).
Wilson v. Resnick 51 FRD 510 (E.D- Pa- 1970). The court also appljed the standard of Rule 26(b)(3) in evaluating
the discoverability of expert' report in
Breedlove
v. Beech Aircraft Corp.,57 FRD 202 , 205 (N. D. Miss. 1972).
However , it is not clear that the
cour considered that standard to he incorporated into 26(b)(4)(a)(ii); it may have
(eIToneously) considered 26(b)(3) to offer an alternative ground for discovery of the report.
The approach in Resnickhas
been criticized as " interject(jng) the work-product doctrine into an area of discovery
Breedlove

in which the Advisory Committee (to the Rules ofCiviJ Procedure) explicitly rejected the doctrne. " Graham
Discovery ofExpert Under Rule 26(b)(4) ofthe Federal Rules of Civil Procedure: Part One, An Analytical Study,
1976 U.Il.

895 , 927. Ths approach has also been defended as logical , if the expert has taken on a consulting

role in the litigation. Comment , Discovery of Expert Infonnation Under the Federal Rules, 10 U.Rich. LRev. 706
719-21 (1976).See also Connor! , A New Look at an OJd Concern- Proteting Expert Information From Discovery
Under the Federal Rules , 18 Dusquesne L.Rev. 271 (I980).
5 &0 Colony West Phase I Condominium Ass v. Sea Colony, Inc.,
438 A. 2d 1233 (Super- Ct- Del. 1981) (decided
under state cour rues, but relying on the Advisory Committee Note on the Federal Rules and the federal case
law on RuJe 26(b)(4)(a)(ii);
In Re IBM Peripheral EDP Devices Antitrust Litigation 77 J.'
RD 39 (N. D. Cal. 1977);
Herbstv. Int l Telephone
Quadriniv. SikorskyAircraftDiv. , United Aircraft Corp. 74 FRD 594 (D. Conn. 1977). In
& Telegraph Corp. 65 FRD 528 , 530 (D. Conn. 1975), the
cour went so far as to conclude that "(oJnce the traditiollal
problem of allowing one party to obtan the benefit of another s expert cheaply has ben solved, there is DO reason
Unlike the other cases,Herbst
concerned a request for
deposition rather than the production of a report prepared by an expert. In another case involving" requests for
both report and depositions
, the cour expressd the view that Rile 26(b)(4) provides for "quite liberal" discovery
of the opinions of expert; however , the court did not reveal specifically what test it would apply in evaluating
requests under (a)(ii) aftr discovery under (a)(i) was completedUnited Statesv. John R. Piquette Corp. 52 FRD

to treat an expert differently than any other witness. "

370 (E.D. Mich. 1971)

In addition to these reportd cases , a survey offederal distrct judges , magistrates , government attorneys, and
private practitioners indicates that:
the actual practice of discovery of expert witnesss expected to he caUed at trial varies widely from the two-step
procedure of Rule 26(b)(4)(A). The interrogatory overwhelmngly is recognized as a totally unsatisfactory
method of providing adequate preparation for crossxamination and rebuttal. In practice, full discovery is the

rue , and practitioners use all available means of disclosure including both the discovery of expert' s report
and depositions.

(footnote cont

,"
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The Advisory Committee to the Rules of Civil Procedure did not
expressly explain how " further

discovery "

should be evaluated. How-

ever , the Committee emphasized in its Explanatory Statement that
(e

)ffective cross-examination of an expert witness requires advance

effective rebuttal requires advance
knowledge of the line of testimony of the other side. " On the other
hand , the Committee recognized the fear , reflected in the caselaw
that " one side wil benefit unduly from the other s better preparation " and it advised that the procedure it recommended would minimize the risk of that happening:
preparation. . . . Similarly,

Discovery is limited to trial witnesses , and may be obtained only at a time when the
parties know who their expert witnesses will be. A party must as a practical matter

prepare his own case in advance of that time , for he can hardly hope to build his case
out of his opponent's experts.
Subdivision (b)(4XA) provides for discovery of an expert who is to testify at the trial.

A party can require one who intends to use the expert to state the substance of the
testimony that the expert is expected to give. The court may order further discovery,

and it has ample power to regulate its timing and scope and to prevent abuse.

Advisory Committee s Explanatory Statement Concerning Amendments of the Discovery Rules , 48 F. R.D. 487 ,

503-4 (1970). This sug-

the primary purpose of this subsection is to permit the
opposing party to prepare an effective cross-examination " and , further , that discovery should be granted when the court is persuaded

gests that "

the party seeking discovery is not abusing the procedure and the
information sought would prove helpful in providing for a full and fair
that "

adjudication. "

Thus , the Commission has concluded that the more liberal view of
discovery of experts under the Federal Rules is the one that should

apply in Commission adjudications. 7 It is most consistent with the
desire of the Commission in 1978 to " balance a somewhat broadened
range of discovery with firm control by Administrative Law Judges
ofthe pace and scope of adjudicative proceedings. "

43 FR 56862 (1978).

Accordingly, it is already well within the broad discretion of the
Graham, Discovery ofBxperu Under Rule 26(b)(4) ofthe Federal Rules of Civil Procedure: Part Two , An Empirical
Study and a Proposal , 1977 U.IILL.F 169 , 172. The author recommends that Rule 26(b)(4) be amended to provide
full discovery " to prepare for cross xamination and rebuttal to comport with actual practice and with the
intentions of the drafters of the Federal RuJes of Evidence. Id. at 202.
" Sea Colony West Phase I Condominiu.m Ass v. Sea Colony, Inc. 438 A. 2d 1233, 1235 (Super. Ct. Del. 1981).
See alsod. cussionsofthe Explanatory Statement in theIBMHnd Herbstcas.scited in note 5; Graham , supra note
, at 921-927; and 8 C. Wright & A. Miler , Federal Practice and Procedure Section 2031 (1970)
7 When the Commission revised its discovery rules in )978 and adopted Section 3. 31(b)(4)(i) in its current fonn,
it explained how judicial interpretations of the Federal Rules would influence the application of its own rules:
Where the Commission hHS adopted provisions substantially similar to provisions in the Federal Rules , judicial
constructions of!luch analogous provisiona may aerve as interpretive aids, but they are not to be regarded as
binding, because application ofthe Commission s rules must be tailored to the circumstances of Commission

proceedings.
43 FR 56862, 56863 (1978)
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Administrative Law Judges to order the disclosure of prior statements of expert witnesses such as those described in the Jencks
Act. This being the case , it is unnecessary to transplant to civil
administrative proceedings procedures that have been developed for

criminal litigation.

Although the ALJ did not reach his decision here under Section
for a determination under
that rule. Clearly, it was his judgment from reviewing the summaries
31(b)(4)(i)(B), his analysis was appropriate

of anticipated testimony that effective cross-examination of expert

witnesses could be critical to a proper resolution ofthis case , and that
the disclosure of prior statements of those witnesses could allow for

more effective cross-examination than would otherwise be possible.
An ALJ has broad discretion to rule on discovery requests , and his
determinations wil be reversed only on a showing of clear abuse.
Warner- Lambert Co. , 83
General Foods Corp. 95 F. C. 306 (1980);
C. 485 (1973);
Boise Cascade Corp. Docket No. 9133 (order of Oct.
1982) (100 F. C. 512). Since his order is sustainable under Section
31(b)(4)(i)(B), respondent' s motion that it be reversed is hereby denied.

See, e.

, Xider Corp. Docket No. 9146 ,

(order of Aug. 27 1981).
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IN THE MATTER OF

MEREDITH CORPORATION
CONSENT ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC. 5 OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket C-3107. Complaint,

1983-Decision

March

March

1983

This consent order requires a Des Moines , Iowa franchisor and operator of the Better
Homes and Gardens Real Estate Service (Service), among other things , to cease
making false or misleading representations regarding the Service , its members , or
services offered. The order prohibits the dissemination of
advertisement. "I and pro-

motional materials which represent that all Service members offer consumers
settling- " services; participate in a home-building program; and offer " exclusive " home- protection insurance , unless the advertisement clearly discloses that

not all members offer these services. The corporation is also barred from making
unsubstantiated representations concerning the Service s selectivity in choosing
members; training of sales associates of Service members; market siz , rank and
leadership in terms

of sales

volume

of Service

members; or any statement which

compares Service members to other real estate franchisors as to calibre

of members

or membership standards. Further , respondent must send to all members of the
Better Homes and Gardens Real Estate Service a letter recallng certain advertising and promotional materials , and an acknowledgement form.

Appearances
For the Commission:

Andrew B. Sacks

and

Matthew L. Myers.

For the respondent:
Perry Bradshaw Des Moines , Iowa and
liam Cerillo, McDermott, Will
Emery,
Washington , D.

Wil-

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the Federal
Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Meredith Corpora-

tion , a corporation , hereinafter referred to as respondent, has violated
the provisions of said Act , and it appearing to the Commission that
a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest

hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Meredith

Corporation is a corporation

organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue ofthe laws
of the State of Iowa with its offce and principal place of business

located at 1716 Locust Street , Des Moines, Iowa.
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Better Homes and Gardens Real Estate Service (" respondent' s real
estate service

) is an operating group of Meredith Corporation.

PAR. 2. Respondent is now and at all times relevant to this com-

plaint has been engaged in the operation of a network of independently owned real estate agencies , under the title Better Homes and
Gardens Real Estate Service. Individual real estate firms join Better
Homes and Gardens Real Estate Service as franchise members by
signing a franchise agreement and paying specified fees to the service.
PAR. 3. Respondent has caused to be prepared and placed for publication and has caused the dissemination of advertising and promotional material , including, but not limited to , the advertising referred

to herein , to promote consumer use of real estate firms which are
members of Better Homes and Gardens Real Estate Servce, and to
promote real estate firms ' joining that servce.
PAR. 4. Respondent' s operation of Better Homes and Gardens Real
Estate Service at all times mentioned herein constitutes maintenance

of a substantial course of trade in or affecting commerce , as !! commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 5. Respondent' s

members at all times mentioned herein have
been and now are in competition with individuals , firms , and corporations engaged in the sale of real estate.
PAR. 6. In the course and conduct ofits business , and for the purpose
of promoting consumer utilzation of real estate firms which belong
to Better Homes and Gardens Real Estate Service , respondent has
disseminated and caused the dissemination of advertising in national
magazines distributed by mail and across state lines , and in television
and radio broadcasts transmitted by television and radio stations
located in various States ofthe United States and in the District of
Columbia ,

having suffcient power to carry such broadcasts across

state lines.
PAR. 7. Typical statements and representations in said advertise-

ments, and promotional materials , disseminated as previously described , but not necessarily inclusive thereof, are found in
advertisements attached hereto as Exhibits , A , B , C , D , E , F , G , and
PAR. 8. Through the use of the statements and representations

referred to in Paragraph Seven , and other representations contained
in advertisements not specifically set forth herein , respondent has
represented , directly or by implication , the following claims concerning member participation in respondent' s programs.
(a) All respondent' s real estate service members offer consumers
settling- " services.
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(b) All respondent' s real estate service members participate in a
home- building program.
(c) All respondent' s real estate service members offer consumers a
home- protection insurance plan , in states where it is legal to do so.
(d) The home- protection plan offered by respondent's real estate
service members is u exclusive
PAR. 9. In fact , not all members offer the services referred to in
Paragraph Eight (a), (b), and (c) above. Offering the services referred

to in subparagraphs (a) through (c) of Paragraph Eight is optional for
respondent's real estate service members , and those services can only
be offered to consumers by a member if the member participates in
the program.
In addition , the home- protection insurance plan referred to in Paragraph Eight (d) offered by some of respondent' s members is not exclusive, but rather , comparable home- protection insurance is available

from other sources.
PAR. 10. Through the use of the statements and representations

referred to in Paragraph Seven , and other statements and representa-

tions contained in advertisements not specifically set forth herein
respondent has represented , directly or by implication the following
claims concerning respondent' s real estate service

s selectivity in

choosing members:

(a) Included in the selection process for all prospective members is
screening based on: the prospective firm s training programs for its
sales associates; the excellence in training of sales associates employed by the prospective member; and the firm s ability to obtain
financing for consumers.
(b) Respondent's real estate service received over 18 000 " inquiries
from prospective members , and only one out of every seventy- two
inquiries " or tl applicants " is n good enough" to become, or only one
out of every 72 U inquiries " or t! applicants " did become a member of
respondent's real estate service.

PAR. 11. In fact
(a) Screening of prospective members based on the prospective
members ' training programs for sales associates , the excellence in
training of sales associates , and the firms ' ability to obtain financing,
is not conducted for a number of members before they are selected.
(b) (1) Respondent has not received 18 000 inquiries from prospective members; the actual number of inquiries received is significantly
smaller than 18 000. The formula utilized by respondent' s real estate
service in calculating this figure was inadequate to yield an accurate
result , and did not yield an accurate result.
(2) The ratio of prospective firms accepted by respondent or good
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enough to become respondent members to " inquiries " or (( applicants
from prospective firms is not one out of every seventy-two , but in fact
is significantly smaller. The formula by which respondent' s real estate service calculated this ratio was inadequate to yield an accurate
result , and did not yield an accurate result.
PAR. 12. Through the use of the statements and representations
referred to in Paragraph Seven , and other representations contained

in advertisements not specifically set forth herein , respondent has
represented that all of its members are market leaders in terms of
sales volume in their respective markets.
PAR. 13. In fact , not all members are among the leaders in their
respective communities in terms of sales volume.
PAR. 14. Through the use of the statements and representations

referred to in Paragraph Seven , and other statements and representations contained in advertisements not specifically set forth herein
respondent has represented directly or by implication , that the sales
associates of all of its members receive advanced training in addition

to the basic training required to obtain a real estate license.
PAR. 15. In fact , respondent's real estate service provides training
to sales associates of members only if the members purchase such
training from the service and not all members have purchased such
advanced training. Further , a number of sales associates of respondent' s real estate service members have not received any advanced
training from other sources.

PAR. 16. As the representations referred to in Paragraphs Eight
Ten , Twelve , and Fourteen are contrary to fact , such representations
are false , deceptive or unfair, and , therefore , constituted unfair or

deceptive acts or practices.
PAR. 17. At the time respondents

made the representations alleged

in Paragraphs Eight , Ten , Twelve , and Fourteen , respondent did not
possess and rely upon a reasonable basis for making such representations. Therefore , respondents ' making and dissemination of said representations, as alleged , constituted unfair or deceptive acts or

practices.
PAR. 18. Through the use of the advertisements referred to in Para-

graph Seven , and other advertisements not specifically set forth here, respondent has represented , directly or by implication , that it
possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis for the representations

set forth in Paragraphs Eight , Ten , Twelve , and Fourteen at the time
of the representations ' initial dissemination and each subsequent dissemination. In fact , respondent did not possess and rely upon a rea-

sonable basis for making such representations.

Therefore

respondent's making and dissemination of said representations , as
alleged , constituted unfair or deceptive acts or practices.
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PAR. 19. The use by respondent of the aforesaid false , unfair , or
deceptive statements , representations , acts , and practices , and the

placement in the hands of others of the means and instrumentalities
by and through which others may have used the aforesaid statements

representations , acts, and practices , have the capacity and tendency
to mislead a substantial number of consumers into the erroneous and
mistaken beliefthat said statements and representations are true and
complete, and to induce such persons to utilize real estate firms which
belong to Better Homes and Gardens Real Estate Service by reason
of this erroneous and mistaken belief.
PAR. 20. The aforesaid acts or practices of respondent , herein al-

leged as aforesaid , were and are all to the prejudice and injury of the
public and of respondent's competitors , and constituted unfair methods of competition in or affecting commerce in violation of Section 5
of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended.
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EXIlIBIT D
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they meet and guess It \\II he all right.

They guess all real estate 11Iopk'

are pretty much the same. That stoobau. They

not. And a bad guess can ml..m thousands of

The point IS this:

jf Better Homes and G,tn!ens
takes such care In selecting memtwr tirms.

you might do well co seiect one 01 our members.

So,lo with the sign thut has (\\

names you can trust: Bettl:f I lomes ;mJ
G-.udens ;lnd our real estate leader in \' our

dollars. Or a slow sale. Or no s
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He seemed like a nice guy- and your

Tha!"s not a very good reason to trust

cousin knew him \n college so you picked
him to sell your house.

someone with one of your most important
irwe5tments. But that seems to be reason
enough for a lot of Americans. For some
reason , they assume that all real estate
peop\e are pretty much alike.
Eo This is more than a bad as!:umption. It's
Ha notion thai can cast a home seller

thousands of dollars. . or a slow sale.
the qU(llity, competence and profes.

xor no sale.
W Discover the vast difference between

t: '

sionalism of various rei! I estate people..k ,om. "'y lough ,u..Uons. .

Seven
You Should Ask

Tough Questions

Before You Select
A Real Estate Person

To Sell Your House:
Are they part of a strong national

referral system?

Ifso. itmeans;nslant/lcelobu r5moving
from cities all oc,oss the country. The names

pross, Usually the alread

generated through a national referral sy5tem
often are peple transferred by their com nie
'In.1 are e cellenl

the re buyes. no loker

have equity I,om the sales of it prevus

Do they keep up with the
avaiiabUity of home financing?

unattractive. LOin assumptions. secorld

There s no sale if the buyer card gel mortgage
money. leadir.g real estate firms understand
you, needs and know how to find financing for
home buyers wh n cony ntional r, '(jr1cJ.: es

oj the financing options tiey can

mortg(lges, refinancing, contractf Of deed . are
just a ew

how to getiinancing is importntfof iI quick sale

suggest And in these days of a fluctuating
money market , knowing what's available and

How many homes do they halle
listed for sale'?
The real estate firm with d iot of listinos means a
tget
highvolumeofbusir1ess3(, ;vilYYou
lost in Ih!'shu!ne, Ra\he( , itmeans' hat mQre
s.les peple are ",orking on your behaif ",ith
many qualified buyer'5, Simply slaledthepeple
wilh the lislings usually gel the bu\,er I' OU wonl

Wil they make accurate home
value estimates?

Re Es

Se

Better

A crilical fodor. After all. how muc!l vou
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togclrromyourho ei'5th bdsicr('a mlor
sellir\g it. A alue setlQO high means u l!imi!e
dis.ppointmenL A value sel too low is ellen
ou lose mor, ev, It's not always
worse; it me.."s
eClsy to accepl but a goo firm will set a
re"listicselling price for your home And lhai's
what you should expe

II

Are their sales peopte
well- trained'
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lra ,ned real
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They know lD"ing, Id,.es, dnd (iT1"rl rC'lu\-
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Sile at a iair p(;ce, And d 'load reai ('stdte
co.-,par. y!ake5Ihetimed'1dmoflevtol' ain it,
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homesaggressillely
A few li"es ' r, (he cla", f:"d Bch of II\(, r1lw ,Hl)('r
. Good rral e lale

lirmsadivelypromotea"ldadverti",unorec,uliJr

aiol1e will 1101 51"11 your hom

basis in a Ya iely of media, They prQmote
thernsell'es, They premote your home, And t\lis

home on themarke thry l\ market I'nur home

promotes businc-; and trdff,c Ihat r'a
ul yo
ho, Jse 5(;1 faster. The est lir", wor,t

Are they a leader in the market?
usually D,11y one reason

r beCOf1leS a

s nol that "'w SilO" real esld\ !',m can I be
qcodond professional. Thrvcan, O"l Ihere

firm with a tr c:k record of succ

and people, It " a 'Jood Slqn when y"ure w;lh a

leader hy ';\J ce' (\J'.v '1Dlel,il\'I up homes

So go ahead. Ask. Selling a home is

serious business and it pays to ask tough
questions. We know. Beause if we weren

tough enough to stand up to these
questions , we couldn t be a Betler Homes
and GClrdens! Reai Estate Service member.
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Put 56 years

of trust
riht in your
frnt 1rad.

Now the magazine that has earned

th trust of milions of American
families since 1922 can help when you
sell or buy a home. The Better Homes
and Gardens " Real Estate Servce
is a natural extension of the trust and
confidence we vl: established through
decades of servce to homeowners.
You ll find our sign displayed by

leading real estate professionals across

the C01Jntry. We carefully choo
these firms for their integrity, for their
business reputation, for their record

of chent satisfaction.
Help when you $eU

When you offer your home through

a member of the Better Homes and
Gardens" Real Estate Service , you
can count on reaching a large market
l! be served

or repairs for specified systems or
appliances in your home.
Help when you buy
If you re looking for a new home
within the same communit, your

Better Homes and Gardens '. Rea!
Estate Service member can offer a
complete selection of styles , prices and
loations. If you re planning a longer

move , our nation l Relocation Serve
will put you in touch with real estate
professionals in the community
where you re moving. They ll provide
you with advance inrormation on
homes which fit your needs and
budget. as well as vital informatioOi on
your l1ew community.

"fD names you can trust
The Better Homes and Gardens

estate education programs. And in"

Real Estate Servce gives you
two n.3mes you can trust Ours and
the name of the firm selected in your

formation sources direct

community. To identify Gur member

of qualireJ buyers. You

by a firm that has advanced real

frm

Better Homes and Gardens, Even a
Home Protection P!an subject to state
regulation , which provides protectin against unexpected replacement

closest to you , or in your new
community, call this toll- free number:

80Q- 24 7 - 5050

In lowa, UI!lI- 80532- 1430

tter
I I L -- ome
and Gardens
Rea Este Servce

'-u""I
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.M"i""..lDwO
each men-r
NreildlJ morel.'tn500 offn:s,
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Decision and Order

DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of
certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption

hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draf of complaint which the Bureau of Consumer Protection
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and
which , if issued by the Commission , would charge respondents with
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondents, their attorneys , and counsel for the Commission
havig thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order
an admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of
said agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute
an admission by respondents that the law has been violated as alleged
in such complaint , and waivers and other provisions as required by
the Commission s Rules; and
The Commission having thereafer considered the matter and having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents

have violated the said Act , and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days ,

now in further conformity with the

procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34 of its Rules , the Commission

hereby issues its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional findings and enters the following order:

1. Respondent Meredith Corporation is a corporation organized
existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of Iowa , with its offce and principal place of business located
at 1716 Locust Street , in the City of Des Moines , State ofIowa.
Respondents are offcers of said corporation. They formulate, direct
and control the policies , acts and practices of said corporation , and
their principal offce and place of business is located at the above
stated address.

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
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ORDER

It is ordered That respondent Meredith Corporation ("Meredith"
a corporation , its successors and assigns, and its officers , agents , representatives , and employees , directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division or other device , in connection with advertising and

promotional materials for Better Homes and Gardens Real Estate
Service CRespondent's real estate service ), in or affecting (t commerce " as defined in the FTC Act, do forthwith cease and desist from
making the statements or representations , directly or by implication
listed below , contrary to fact at the time of their dissemination:

(A) The following statements or representations concerning services offered consumers by respondent' s real estate service members:

1. All respondent' s real estate service members offer consumers
settling- " services.

2. All respondent's real estate service members participate in a
home-building program , and offer this program to consumers.

3. All respondent's real estate service members offer consumers a
home- protection insurance plan , in states where it is legal to do so.
4. The home- protection plan offered by respondent's real estate
service members is H exclusive provided that , for purposes of this

order , a representation, direct or indirect , that a home- protection
plan is exclusive shall mean that home- protection insurance providing comparable coverage is not available from other sources.
5. Any statements or representations that settling- in services , the
home- building program , or the home- protection plan are offered to
consumers by respondent's real estate service members , unless it is
clearly and prominently disclosed within the advertisement where

the representation appears that not all members offer the services.
Such disclosure shall be in close proximity to the representation or
noted by an asterisk to the representation referring to the disclosure.

(B) The following statements or representations concerning respondent' s real estate

service

selection of members.

1. Included in the selection process for all prospective members is
screening based on: the prospective firm s training programs for its
sales associates employed by the prospective member; the excellence
in training of sales associates employed by the prospective member;
or the firm s ability to obtain financing for consumers.
2. Respondent' s real estate service received over 18 000 CC inquiries
from prospective members.
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3. Only one out of every seventy- two " inquiries "

or "

applicants "

is

good enough" to become , or only one out of 72 " inquiries " or " appli-

cants " did become a member of respondent's real estate service.
That all members of respondent' s real estate service are " mar(C)
ket leaders " in terms of sales volume in their respective communities.
(D) That the sales associates of members of respondent' s real estate
service all receive training in addition to the basic training required
to retain a real estate license.

It is further ordered That Meredith , a corporation , its successors
and assigns, and its offcers , agents , representatives , and employees.
directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with advertising and promotional materials , for
Better Homes and Gardens Real Estate Service , an operating group
of Meredith Corporation , in or affecting commerce as defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist from
making any statements or representations , directly or by implication
(A)

concerning: programs offered by respondent' s real estate service

members; respondent' s real estate service s selection process or selec-

tivity in choosing members; market size , market rank , or market
leadership in terms of sales volume of respondent's real estate service
members; training of sales associates of respondent's real estate service members; or any statement or representations comparing, directly or by implication , respondent' s real estate service to other real
estate franchisors as to membership standards or member calibre

unless respondent possesses and relies upon a reasonable basis for
such statements or representations.
(B) (1) For purposes of paragraph IIA), a reasonable basis shall

consist of reliable and competent evidence that substantiates such
statements.
(2) To the extent the evidence of a reasonable basis consists of
scientific or professional tests , analyses , research , studies or any other
evidence based on expertise of professionals in the relevant area ,

such

evidence shall be " reliable and competent" for purposes of paragraph
II(B)(1) only if those tests , analyses , research , studies, or other evidence

(a) are conducted and evaluated in a disinterested and suffciently
skilled fashion; and
(b) use procedures generally accepted in the profession or science
so that accurate and reliable results are best insured.
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That the respondent shall initiate and pay the

cost of sending, within thirty (30) days of the date this order is final

to all members of the real estate service , a copy of this order and
consent agreement , an accompanying cover letter (attached , and

hereto incorporated, as Attachment A) and an acknowledgement
form (attached ,

and hereto incorporated , as Attachment B). No liabili-

ty wil be imposed on respondent on account of any

member of re-

spondent's real estate service which willfully, or otherwise , refuses in

any manner to comply with said request , or which engages in any
advertising or utilizes promotional material which respondent is prohibited from disseminating or utilzing under Paragraph I above,
provided respondent has complied with this paragraph , and para-

graph IV (D) of this order.

(A)
It is further ordered That respondent notify the Commission at
least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in respondent such
as dissolution , assignment , or sale resulting in the emergence of a
successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries or

any other change in the corporation which may affect compliance
obligations arising out of the order.

It is further ordered That respondent shall , within ninety (90)
days after this Order becomes final , fie with the Commission a report
in writing, signed by respondent , setting forth in detail the manner
and form of its compliance with this order.
(C) It is further ordered That respondent shall maintain fies and
(B)

records of all substantiation related to the requirements of this order
for a period of three (3) years after the dissemination of any advertise-

ment , which shall be made available to the Commission upon request
for inspection and copying.

It is further ordered That respondents shall maintain fies and
(D)
records of all acknowledgement forms (Attachment B) and advertis-

ing and promotional materials returned to its real estate service
members pursuant to Paragraph III of this order for a period of six

(6) months after this order becomes final , which shall be made available to the Commission upon request for inspection and copying.
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ATTACHMENT A

Dear_
Enclosed please find a copy of a provisionally accepted consent order entered into
between Meredith Corporation and the Federal Trade Commission. The agreement
stems fi-om an

IT investigation of certain advertisements and promotional materials

for Better Homes and Gardens Real Estate Service. The agreement is for settlement
purposes only and does not constitute an admission by Meredith Corporation or the
Real Estate Service that the law has ben violated or that the facts are true as alleged
in a proposed complaint submitted by the Federal Trade Commission to Meredith.

Please review the enclosed consent order which we have entered into with the
Federal Trade Commission. As part of our settlement , we request that you no longer
use , and return to us , the following promotional and advertising materials:
Ads To Be Returned:

I.
A.

Openings/Anniversaries
1. " Important News --0-second radio

B.

Front Yard

L " Front Yard" --O-second radio
C.

D.

Myth/Fact
1. " Five Myths " (1- 5) - print- local and national
2. " More Myths " (6-10), (11- 15) - print- local and national
3. " Four Myths " (1--) - print- local
Selection
1. " Crowd" 30-second - television - local and national
lO-second - television - local
2. " Crowd"

Finance II" 30- second radio
Finance III" --O-second radio
" Mortgage --0- second radio
" Leaders
30-second radio

3. "
4. "
5.
6.

7. " Good

Selection

--0-second radio

Out Of Every 72 . . . " crowd print-national
9. " He Seemed Like. . . " crossed fingers print- national
10. " The Way A Lot Of Americans. . . " coin print-national
11. " Out Of Every 72 . . . " crowd print-local
8. "

12. " He
13. "

Seemed Like A Nice Guy. . " crossed fingers print- local

The Way A Lot Of Americans. . . "

coin print-local

A Buyer s Market" print- local
" Seven Tough Questions. . . " print- local

14. " It' s
15.

16. "
II.

We Can Help You Find Financing "

print- local

Promotional Materials To Be Returned:

1. " Selecting A Real Estate Firm " coin brochure-local
2. "

Out Of Every 72 . . . "

ad reprints

3. " He Seemed Like A Nice Guy. . . " ad reprints

The Way A Lot Of Americans. . . " ad reprints
Home Protection Plan. . " (buyer) brochure
" The Home Protection Plan. . . " (seller) brochure

4. "

5. " The
6.

7. "

Fifty-six Years Of Trust" ad reprints

8. "

This Means A Lot More. . . "

(clock) print- national
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You should be advised that the Federal Trade Commission may treat the dissemina-

tion of any such advertising or promotional materials as a violation of Section 5 ufthe

Federal Trade Commission Act. We further request that you return
acknowledgment form ,

the attached

which must be made available to the Federal Trade Commission

staff upon request.
Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter.
Sincerely,

Meredith Corporation

ATTACHMENT B
I hereby acknowledge receipt of the consent agreement entered into between Mere-

dith Corporation and the Federal Trade Commission. Pursuant to that order , I am
returning to Meredith Corporation the following advertising and promotional materials (identified by number):

I understand that dissemination of any of the advertising or promotional material
covered by the order may be found to violate the Federal Trade Commission Act.

For

(Name of Member Firm)

) ("

'IV"
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IN THE MATTER OF

ILLINOIS CENTRAL INDUSTRIES , INC. , ET AL.
MODIFYING ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC. 5 OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT AND SEC. 7 OF THE CLAYTON ACT
Docket

2370.

Consent Order,

March

1973-Modifying

Order,

March

16, 1983

The Federal Trade Commission has reopened this matter and declared that Paragaph
VI ofthe order issued on March 26 , 1973 (82 F.
1097) shall be
of no further force
and effect. Paragraph VI barred Midas- International Corp. , an IC subsidiary, from
purchasing any product containing automotive brake friction material manufactured by Abex Corp. ,

another IC subsidiary.

ORDER MODIFYING DECISION AND ORDER

On November 16 , 1982 , respondent IC Industries , Inc. (formerly

Ilinois Central Industries , Inc. IC" ) fied its " Petition Pursuant To
Rule 2. 51 To Reopen And Modify Consent Order " ("Petition ). The
Petition asked that the

Commission reopen the consent order that

issued on March 26 , 1973 in this matter (" the

order ) and set aside
Paragraph VI thereof. Paragraph VI of the order perpetually bans

IC' s subsidiary, Midas- International Corporation ("Midas ) from pur-

chasing, directly or indirectly, any products containing automotive
brake friction materials manufactured by Abex Corporation
("Abex ), another subsidiary ofIC. It also bans Midas from selling or
distributing such products. Paragraph VI likewise perpetually bars
Midas from purchasing automotive flashers from IC or from sellng
or distributing such flashers manufactured by IC. IC' s Petition was on

the public record for thirty days and no comments were received.
Based on respondent's Petition and on other information available

to it , the Commission has determined that IC has made a satisfactory
showing that the public interest warrants reopening and modification

of the order in the manner requested by respondent. Accordingly.
It is ordered That this matter be , and it hereby is , reopened and
that Paragraph VI of the Commission s order shall be of no further
force and effect as of the effective date of this modifying order.
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IN THE MATTER OF

GOLDEN TABS PHARMACEUTICAL CO" INC,
MODIFYING ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC. 5 OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket

8792.

Final Order,

March

16,

1970-Modifying Order,

March

This order reopens the proceeding and modifies the Commission s
March 16 , 1970 (77 F.

17, 1983

order issued on

C, 277), by allowing respondent to disclose , clearly and

conspicuously any place in advertisements , that there are conditions and obligations attendant upon acceptance of free or nominally priced offers. The modified
order also reflects the company s new name and deletes from the order the name
of the company s founder , Michael Posen.

ORDER REOPENING THE PROCEEDING AND
MODIFYING CEASE AND DESIST ORDER

On November 17, 1982 Golden Tabs Pharmaceutical Co" Inc" re-

spondent in the above-captioned matter , fied a petition pursuant to
Rule 2, 51 ofthe Commission s Rules of Practice to reopen the proceed-

ing and modify the order entered therein,
The order , which was entered in 1970, covers " Golden 50 Tabulets
or any food , drug, device or cosmetic, The complaint, which was issued
on July 17; 1969 ,

alleged, among other things, that respondent had

represented in advertisements that Golden 50 Tabulets would be sent

free to persons responding to respondents ' advertisements and that
persons answering said advertisements wil be under no obligation to
purchase additional supplies of respondents ' products, In truth and in
fact , the Hearing Examiner found that the 30 day supply ofrespondents ' product were not free for the reason that the offer was an inseparable part of a plan under which respondents , after the receipt of the
30 day supply by those who accepted the offer , shipped additional

monthly supplies of the product and attempted to collect the price for
these shipments, Furthermore, the Examiner found that persons answering the ads are under an obligation to purchase additional supplies or to notify respondents to cancel further shipments, After

sending the 30 day supply, respondents shipped additional supplies
each month , mailed statements requesting payment and threatened
visits by company representatives in an attempt to collect payment.

The Examiner also found that in many cases even if persons notified

respondents that they did not wish additional supplies to be sent
respondents continued to ship supplies of said product to those persons and attempted to collect the price,

,"
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The Examiner issued an order , which , among other things, prohibited respondent in paragraph 1(b) of the order from representing that
any product is offered free or under any other terms when the offer

is used as a means of enrolling those who accept the offer in a plan
whereby additional supplies of the product are shipped at an additional charge unless all of the conditions of the plan are disclosed clearly

and conspicuously and within close proximity to the ' free ' or other
offer. " The respondents did not appeal from the initial decision and
the Commission thereafter adopted the decision and order.
Petitioner now seeks to modify one provision of that order , by adding a provision to paragraph 1(b) of the order which would permit

respondent to have the option of clearly and conspicuously disclosing,
when the free or other offer is made , that there are obligations attend-

ant upon acceptance of the free or nominally priced offer and then
clearly and conspicuously disclosing the complete terms of the offer
elsewhere. Thus , the alternative language would not require that

respondent disclose all the conditions " witbin close proximity to the
free or other oller" as is now mandated.
While the Commission supports petitioner s proposed revisions to
the order, the Commission has, without objection from petitioner

added a proviso to that portion of paragraph 1(b)(2) which would
permit respondent to disclose the complete terms of the offer elsewhere in the advertisement. As revised herein , where respondent
exercises this option and also includes in the advertisement a coupon
signature space or other means by which a consumer is intended to
accept the offer, it is required to disclose the complete terms of the
offer on or in close proximity to the coupon or other space provided.
The alternative language , as revised, should he suffcient to ensure
that consumers are aware of their ohligations in accepting the free or
other offer. Not only would respondent he required hy the modified
order to disclose clearly and conspicuously and within close proximity

to the offer that there are other conditions that a consumer assumes
upon accepting the offer , but the respondent must clearly and conspicuously set forth on a coupon or other offer acceptance form includ-

ed in the advertisement or, if no such form is provided , elsewhere in
the advertisement the complete details , conditions , and obligations.
Thus , assuming that the proper language-s used , a consumer can be
expected to be aware ofthe obligations attendant upon acceptance of
the offer.

In its petition at page 8 ,

respondent suggests that the modified

order would be satisfied by placing, clearly, conspicuously, and within
close proximity to the offer, such terms as " with membership with
,u
when you join when you rejoin see details
club membership
of plan in enrollment coupon see details of offer below see de-
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tails inside , and other similar terms which clearly convey to the

consumer a further obligation upon acceptance of the offer. Respondent should be advised that , in granting the petition , the Commission
does not agree that all of the above terms would constitute satisfactory compliance with the modified order. In particular , in the Commission s view , the terms H see details inside " or H see details of offer
below " even if placed " clearly, conspicuously and in close proximity
to the offer ,
there are further

are too imprecise to adequately inform consumers that
attendant upon acceptance ofthe offer.
obligations

With the above noted order revision and compliance caveat , the

Commission has decided to grant the petition. Moreover, having been
informed by staff that the petitioner has no objection , the Commission

also has made two other changes in the order. Because respondent
Michael Posen has died , the Commission has deleted his name from
the order , and it has changed the name of the corporate respondent
from Golden Fifty Pharmaceutical Co. , Inc. to Golden Tabs Pharmaceutical Co. ,

Inc.

It is therefore ordered That"he proceeding is hereby reopened and
the Decision and Order issued July 17 , 1969 , in Docket No. 8792 is
hereby modified to read as follows:
ORDER
It is ordered That respondent Golden Tabs Pharmaceutical Co.

Inc. , a corporation , and its offcers, agents, representatives and employees, directly or through any corporate or other device , in connec-

tion with the offering for sale, sale or distribution of the preparation
designated " Golden 50 Tabulets," or any food , drug, device or cosmetic
do forthwith cease and desist from directly or indirectly:
1. Disseminating or causing the dissemination of, by means of the
United States mail or by any means in commerce , as H commerce " is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , any advertisement
which:

(a) Represents directly or by implication that respondent is a manufacturer of vitamin and/or mineral preparations or maintains laboratory facilities concerned with the formulation, testing or performance

of vitamin and/or mineral preparations.
(b) Represents directly or by implication that any product is offered

free or under any other terms when the offer is used as a means of
who accept the offer in a plan whereby additional
those
supplies ofthe product are shipped at an additional charge unless all
of the conditions of the plan are disclosed clearly and conspicuously
and within close ' roximity to the " free " or other offer,

enrolling
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, alternatively,
represents directly or by implication that any product is offered free
or under any other terms when the offer is used as a means of enrolling those who accept the offer in a plan whereby additional supplies
of the product are shipped at an additional charge unless (1 respondent discloses clearly, conspicuously, and within close proximity to the
free or other offer that there is a further obligation upon the consumer upon acceptance of the offer , and (2) respondent also discloses
clearly and conspicuously elsewhere in the advertisement the complete details , conditions , and obligations attendant upon acceptance
of the offer

provided further

that , if the advertisement includes a

coupon , signature space, or other designated means by which the
consumer is intended to accept the offer , respondent discloses clearly

and conspicuously on or in close proximity to the coupon or other
space provided for acceptance ofthe offer the complete details , conditions and obligations attendant upon acceptance of the offer , but such
complete disclosure need not appear more than once in the advertisement , including the coupon.
(c) Represents directly or by implication that an offer is made without (( further obligation " or with " no risk " or words
of similar
import
denoting or implying the absence of any obligation on the part of the
recipient of such offer when in fact there is an obligation incurred by
the recipient.

(d) Represents directly or by implication that an offer is made to
only a limited customer group or for only a limited period of time
when no such limitations are imposed by respondents.
(e) Represents directly or by implication that such products are
guaranteed unless the nature and extent of the guarantee , the identi-

ty of the guarantor and the manner in which said guarantor wil

perform thereunder are clearly and conspicuously disclosed
with.

there-

(f) Represents directly or indirectly that any product or combination of products identified , described or specified , directly or by implication , is being offered for sale, as a " gift" or otherwise , unless such
ofrer does contain the items as specified , described or otherwise identified.

(g) Represents directly or indirectly that any product or combination of products which are offered for sale, " free " as a " gift " or
otherwise is or are of regular commercial size when such product or
product are of
trial sample " or otherwise less than regular commercial size.
2. Disseminating, or causing to be disseminated, by any means , for
the purpose of inducing, or which is likely to induce , directly or in-
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directly, the purchase of respondent's products in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , any advertisement which contains any of
representations or

the

misrepresentations prohibited by Paragraph 1 hereof.
It is further ordered,
That respondent and its offcers , agents , representatives and employees, directly or through any corporate or other
device , in connection with the advertising, offering for sale, sale or
distribution of " Golden 50 Tabulets " or other products, in commerce
as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do
forthwith cease and desist from:

1. Shipping or sending any merchandise to any person without the
prior authorization or prior consent ofthe person to whom such merchandise is sent and attempting, or causing to attempt , the collection
of the price thereof.
2. Shipping or sending any merchandise to any person and attempting, or causing to attempt , the collection of the price thereof when a
notification of refusal of such merchandise , or a notification of cancellation for any further shipments of merchandise , has been sent by
such persons and received by respondent.
It is further ordered That respondent notify the Commission at

least 30 days prior to any proposed change in the corporate respondent such as dissolution , assignment or sale resulting in the emergence
of a successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries
or any other change in the corporation which may affect compliance
obligations arising out of the order.

It is further ordered That respondent shall , within sixty (60) days
after service of this modified order upon it , fie with the Commission
a report in writing, signed by respondent , setting forth in detail the
manner and form of its compliance with the order to cease and desist.
It is further ordered That the foregoing modification shall become
effective upon service of this order.

, INC.
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IN THE MATTER OF

MIB , INC.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLGED VIOLATION OF SEC. 5 OF
THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT AND THE FAIR CREDIT
REPORTING ACT
Doket C-3108. Complaint,

March

1983-Decision, March

, 1983

This consent order requires a Westwood , Mas. non- profit medical reporting agency,

among other things, to cease reporting that a code in a consumer s fie has been
cancelled or deleted , except to report the cancellation or deletion
to a person who
was previously informed of the code s existence. The order prohibits respondent
from conditioning the release of information
to a consumer on his/her execution
of a waiver afclaims against the firm , and from representing to consumers that
their statements concerning disputed items be limited to 100 words or less , unless
at the same time, respondent offers to assist the consumer in preparing the statement. Additionally, the firm must timely reinvestigate dispute information; con-

tact , where possible , the source(s) of disputed information or other persons
identified by the consumer who may possess information relevant to. the challenged data and modify its fies accordingly.

Appearances
For the Commission:

William P. McDonough

teux.
For

the respondent:

David B. Lytle, Hogan

and

Stephen P. Fau-

Hartson Washington

D.C.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Fair Credit Reporting Act ,

15

et seq. and the Federal Trade Commission Act , 15 D.
41 et seq. the Federal Trade Commission (Commission), having reason
to believe that MIB , Inc. , d/b/a Medical Information Bureau (MIB),
has violated provisions ofthose Acts , and it appearing to the CommisC. 1681

proceeding by it in respect to those violations would be in
the public interest , the Commission issues this complaint.
SiOD that a

1. For the purposes
of this complaint , the terms
consumer, consumer
report, consumer reporting agency, file, person, and medical information
are defined as set forth in Section 603 of the Fair Credit Reporting Act (Act).
2. MIB is a nonprofit corporation , organized , existing, and doing

business under the laws of Delaware, with its principal offce and

,"
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place of business located at 160 University Avenue, Westwood , Massachusetts.
3. MIB' s membership consists of approximately 700 life insurance
companies (members) located throughout the United States and
Canada.
4. Among its activities , MIB operates a confidential exchange of

information among its members. To effectuate the information exchange, MIB' s members are required to report to MIB information
concerning insurance applicants received by the members from original medical and other sources , from offcial records , or from the appli-

cant during the course of an insurance application.
5. All information reported to MIB by its members is reported in
coded form pursuant to MIB' s Manual Offcial List ofImpairments"
(Code Manual). The Code Manual contains a list of approximately 190

medical impairments and 7 supplementary nonmedical impairments,
each of which is signified by a three- digit numerical code. The Code
Manual also contains procedures for reporting these impairments
including requiring the use of a system of letters (as many as five in
a sequence following the three- digit impairment code), which indicate
among other things, when the impairment first appeared , whether it
is present at the time of the application, or whether the condition is

under treatment.
6. MIB fies the coded information it receives from its members in
its computer.
7. MIB uses this coded information to provide its " checking service

to its members. Under the " checking service " a member who has
received an insurance application may request from MIB whatever
coded information MIB has in its fies on the applicant. In response
to such a request , MIB transmits a report to the requesting member
either by wire or by mail.
8. These MIB reports bear on consumers ' personal characteristics

and they are used in whole or in part for the purpose of serving as a
factor in establishing consumers ' eligibility for insurance to be used
primarily for personal purposes. Therefore , these reports are consumer reports.

9. MIB is regularly engaged on a cooperative nonprofit basis in
assembling information on consumers for the purpose of furnishing
consumer reports to third parties through the means and facilities of
interstate commerce. Therefore , it is a consumer reporting agency.
10. As of at least 1976 , MIB maintained coded information on approximately 11 millon persons, and in 1979 it received from its members 20, 163, 964 checking inquiries and 2 262 938 reports. In 1977 MIB
received $9 739 597. 00 in assessments and charges from its members.
11. The acts and practices alleged herein took place and are taking
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place in the ordinary course and conduct ofMIB' s activities and have
occurred on or after April 24, 1971, the effective date of the Act.
Count I

12. The allegations of paragraphs 1- 11

above are incorporated by

reference herein.
13. When MIB deletes from its fies an adverse item of information
because it has become obsolete within the meaning of Section 605(a)
of the Act or because it was found inaccurate or unverifiable after a
reinvestigation pursuant to Section 611(a) oftbe Act, in some cases it
puts in its records the notation " cancelled" or " purged. " In a substantial number of instances the notations have been included in subsequent consumer reports sent to members.
14. The notations described in paragraph 13 have been included in
a substantial number of reports used in connection with the underwriting of life insurance involving a principal amount of less than
$50 000 and the item of information was deleted because it was obsolete within the meaning of Section 605 of the Act. By this practice,

MIB has failed to maintain procedures to avoid violations of Section
605 of the Act and , therefore , has violated Sections 605 and 607(a) of
the Act.

15. The notations described in paragraph 13 have been included in
a substantial number of reports in which the item of information was

deleted because it was found inaccurate or unverifiable

after a

reinvestigation pursuant to Section 611(a) ofthe Act. By this practice

MIB has violated Section 611(a) of the Act.
Count II

16. The allegations of paragraph 1- 11

above are incorporated by

reference herein.

17. A substantial number of consumers have requested disclosure
of the nature and substance of the non-medical information in their
MIB fies , and have given MIB proper identification. In all such instances MIB requires the consumer requesting disclosure to complete
MIB Form D- 2 as a prerequisite to obtaining such disclosure. (A copy
of Form D-2 is attached as Appendix A). Completion of Form D-2
requires a consumer to , among other things , sign a release stating:
Except as to false information furnished with malice or willful intent to injure and
except as to liability for willful noncompliance or for negligent noncompliance as in the
FederaJ Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA), I release the MrB and its members and any
person who furnishes information to MIB or its members from any claims or suits based
on any information disclosed

as a

result of this request.

18. Under Section 609(a) of the Act , upon request and the showing
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of proper identification , a consumer is entitled to, among other things
disclosure of the nature and substance of all information (except
medical information) maintained in his or her fie by MIB.
19. The requirement of the Form D-2 release for disclosure of the
nature and substance of such non-medical information constitutes
more than " proper identification. " Therefore , MIB has violated and
is violating Section 609(a) of the Act.
Count III

20. The allegations of paragraphs 1- 11
reference herein.

above are incorporated by

21. When consumers inform MIB that they dispute the completeness or accuracy of an item of information in MIB' s fies, in a substantial number of instances MIB:
a. requires consumers to first complete the MIB Form D-2 which

in turn , requires the consumers to sign a release in MIB' s favor , to
identify a physician to whom disclosure wil be made, and to obtain
a non-related witness s signature. By not initiating reinvestigation
unti the consumer complies with these procedures , MIB , in some
instances, fails to reinvestigate the disputed item ofinformation within a reasonable period of time after receiving notice ofthe consumer
dispute;
b. fails to include as part of its reinvestigation contacting the original sources of the information or such other sources as the consumer

identifies in disputing the information as being likely to have information on the subject of the dispute; and
c. fails to record , after reinvestigation , the current status of disputed information.

22. Under Section 6Il(a) ofthe Act , if the completeness or accuracy
of any item of information contained in his or her fie is disputed by
a consumer , and the dispute is directly conveyed to MIB, MIB must

within a reasonable period of time reinvestigate and record the current status of that information unless it has reasonable grounds to
believe that the dispute is frivolous or irrelevant. Furthermore , under

Section 6Il(a), if after the reinvestigation the information is found to
be inaccurate or can no longer be verified, MIB must promptly delete
the information.
23. By the acts described in paragraph 21, MIB has violated and is
violating Section 6Il(a) of the Act.

Count IV
24. The allegations of paragraphs 1- 11
reference herein.

above are incorporated by

MIB , INC.
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25. When MIB determines after reinvestigation not to modify or
delete information that has been disputed by a consumer , in a substantial number of instances it notifies the consumers:
a brief
statement of disputed accuracy. The statement should contain 100 words or less and
The federal Fair Credit Reporting Act of 1970 provides that you may fie
it should set forth the nature of the dispute.

26. The two statements in the above notice, read together, suggest
that it is the Act that requires the consumer to limit his statement
to 100 words or less , when in fact , Section 611(b) ofthe Act allows MIB

to impose such a limitation only if it provides assistance to the consumer in preparing such a statement. Therefore , MIB has violated
and is violating Section 611(b) of the Act.
27. The acts and practices set forth in paragraphs 12-26 were and
are in violation of the Fair Credit Reporting Act and , pursuant to
Section 621(a) ofthe Act , such acts and practices constitute violations
of Section 5(a) of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
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Reque 1 for Dis.clo ure
SublTitted to Medica;! In(orm;!tion Bureau (MIB)
P. O. Bo.o 105 , Eu. eJt Station , Boston MA 02112
IDENTIFICAT!ON INFORMATION (ple se print):

Ni!me:

l.......,..,

"""''ft.-

Date of Birth:

,..,1

Birthplace:

.,,._.,..c.'''",''.L'''

"'''''''''U.

Pre!.enl Address"

I''O-''

""n"
"'"'''''''0'''

"''''.J

DISCLOSURE. r request discla..ure of the meaning of my MIS record , jf any- 1 understand
MIS will require reporting member companies to di5close any medic,,1 injormation in my
MI5 reCOfd to my Decsonal physician

'n,m..'.."""""".,,,,,.,

As \0 non-medical information .

I preler
disclo:sure by the one method checked Dl;low . (11
m€:hoc 2 or 3 is check",d . insert a dale which;s ;:bout 15 oC!ys a-1teryou mail this form: also.
se-I et an ho ;"r belw(-(-n !O:OO AM ;:nd 4;00 PM on .:ny weekday excepl holidays in 1"'. 25sa-

ehuse!ls).

By I

t\er \0 r.y address 2S given abov

By reverse chuge phone caU at my phone number given above on

l..,..",...lo..'
By 2ppointmellt on

o".,

at Ihe above MIS olf;Ct

c(,pl 25 10 false informatIon IUHlIshed w;lh malice or wililul ;Illelll 10 inlt"e Clnd

E'J"CE'pt

i:S 10 Ir;:boli!y lor ",;\Ilu: noncompliClnCI? or jor negligen! noncompliance as in 1he Federal
;:"" CreCL! Report.ng
toe! (FCRA), I release ! e MIB and its members anc any person who
u'i"
t's .nlorrna\.on 10 MIB or its members hom ;:ny C(2I;ms 01 suits based on i.ny infor.
C:, ,:llon d,sclosed .os i. r(-sull ot Ihis request

'.,,'".. 0' '",-

De'

(e"
.e
C'f C'

on) ",,:np

c..t S'E:r.

d the ;:be..\, slgn,:lure and I re 'eStnt Iha: the person who
're IS 1.(10""" 10 rne Ibv\ LS 001 r !2:I"O !o me1. 2f\C is the Der Cf\

o,'e
P,,:- Sl""! a(\CressD! "":i"(-SS'

S\r(-c

Town or C'Iy
't

At tachmen t A

"nO

."c- c.o:'
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DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of
certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption

hereof, and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Boston Regional Offce
proposed to present to the

Commission for its consideration and

which , if issued by the Commission , would charge respondents with

violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act and the Fair Credit
Reporting Act; and
The respondents, their attorneys , and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order
an admission by the respondents of all jurisdictional facts set forth in
the aforesaid draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in
such complaint , and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission s Rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents

have violated the said Acts , and that complaint should issue stating

its charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed consent agreement and placed such agreement on public record for
a period of sixty (60) days, and having duly considered the comments
fied thereafter by interested persons pursuant to Section 2. 34

of its
Rules , now in further conformity with the procedure prescribed in
Section 2. 34 ofits Rules , the Commission hereby issues its complaint
makes the following jurisdictional findings and enters the following
order:
1. Respondent MIB , Inc. is a corporation organized, existing and

doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Delaware, with its offce and principal place of business located at 160

University Avenue in the Town of Westwood, Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and ofthe respondent, and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
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ORDER

For purposes of this order , the following definitions shall apply:
A.

means the Fair Credit Reporting Act, Pub. Law No.

The Act

91- 508 , 15 V.
information

C. 1681

et seq.

person, consumer, consumer report, file

B. The terms

and

medical

are as defined in Section 603 (b), (c), (d), (g), and (i), respec-

tively, of the Act.
C. The term

medical source

means a person from whom medical

information may be obtained in accordance with Section 603(i) of the
Act , namely a licensed physician or medical practioner, hospital , clin-

ic or other medical or medically related facility which provided or
provides the information with the consent ofthe individual to whom
the information relates.
II.

It is ordered That MIB , Inc. ("MIB" ), its successors and assigns , and
its offcers , agents , representatives, and employees , directly or

through any corporation , subsidiary, division or other device , in connection with the collection , preparation , assembly or furnishing of a

consumer report shall cease and desist from:
A. Reporting, directly or indirectly, that a code in a consumer s MIB
except to report the cancellation or
deletion to a person who was previously informed of the existence of
fie has been cancelled or deleted ,
the code.

B. Requiring, as a condition for disclosure of information (except
the nature and substance of medical information) pursuant to Section

609 ofthe Act ,

that the consumer seeking disclosure execute a waiver
or release of claims against MIB based on the information disclosed.
C. Failing, if the completeness or accuracy of any item of information contained in his or her fie is disputed by a consumer and such
dispute is directly conveyed to MIB by the consumer , to reinvestigate
the disputed item within a reasonable period of time, unless MIB has

reasonable grounds to believe that the dispute by the consumer is
frivolous or irrelevant provided
that where the consumer has failed
to provide information suffcient to permit MIB to identify in its
records the consumer and the item in dispute, MIB may require the
consumer to provide such information before initiating a reinvestigation.
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D. Failing, in connection with the reinvestigation ofa disputed item

of medical information pursuant to Section 611 of the Act:
1. to include: as part of such reinvestigation a reasonable effort to

contact (a) the medical source or sources who originally provided the

information upon which the disputed item is based and (b) other
medical sources identified by the consumer who may reasonably be
expected to have additional information directly relevant to the disputed item;

2. to complete such reinvestigation within a reasonable period of
that 30 days shall be presumptively deemed a reasontime provided
able period of time , in the absence of unusual circumstances;

3. if after such reinvestigation the disputed item is found to be
inaccurate or unverifiable ,

promptly to delete the item from the consumer s MIB fie; and
4. if after such reinvestigation the disputed item is found to be
accurate and verifiable but incomplete , to, make the item complete by
adding to the consumer s MIB fie any additional information learned

through the reinvestigation and necessary for a proper understanding
of the disputed item, including where applicable , the fact of recovery

or improvement.
E. Representing, directly or indirectly, to consumers that their dispute statement under Section 611(b) ofthe Act is limited to 100 words
or less, unless MIB at the same time informs the consumer that it wil
assist the consumer in writing such a statement.

That MIB mail a copy of this order to all of its
members by certified mail , return receipt requested; that MIB deliver
a copy of this order to all present and future MIB employees engaged
in handling consumer requests for disclosure under Section 609 ofthe
Act or disputes of accuracy or completeness under Section 611 of the
Act; and that MIB secure a signed statement acknowledging receipt
of a copy of this order from all such employees.
It is further ordered,

IV.

It is further ordered That MIB notify the Commission at least thirty
(30) days prior to any proposed change in its corporate structure such
as dissolution , assignment or sale resulting in the emergence of a
successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries , or
any other change in the corporation which may affect compliance

obligations arising out of this order.
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It is further ordered That MIB shall , within sixty (60) days after
service upon it of this order , fie with the Commission a report , in
writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has
complied with this order.

